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The CDC 6700 computer is a permanent file oriented system.
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ABSTRACT

This report gives a detailed description of a program, currently in
operation at NSWC/DL, that determines if the permanent files are properly
stored and catalogued on the CDC 6700 computer. The program serves only
in a diagnostic capacity. Its purpose is not to correct errors, but only
to find and report them. Such a program is needed since system malfunctions
can occur. The documentation is intended primarily for system analysts.
The report defines each task that is involved, and examines the coding that
performs the task. Background information is provided when needed. The
program is for the SCOPE 3.4.3 operating system.
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Introduction
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The CDC 6700 is a permanent file oriented machine. A file that is stored on
disk will reside in one or more record blocks (RB's). These RB's will be
linked to one another, forming what is called an RB chain. The arrangement
maintained for referencing the files is fairly comprehensive. Each file is
required to have a name, a number (called the cycle number), and an ID. The
ID
is may
a word
the creator,
owner,
or that
user have
of the
Several
files
havethat
the identifies
same file name.
However,
files
the file.
same file
name and the same 1i) must contain different cycle numbers. The Permanent
File Catalog (PFC) contains an entry for each file. Included in this entry
is the name of the file, its ID, cycle number, creation date, a bit which
indicates whether it is stored on tape or disk, and its RB chain (if it is
stored on disk). A second file, the Permanent File Directory (PFD), provides
the proper facilities for locating the PFC entry for a file. The PFD contains
an entry for each file name. An entry contains pointers to all the PFC entries
that have the same file name and same ID but different cycle numbers.
Since system malfunctions can occur, a program should be available for determining if the permanent files are properly stored and catalogued. The purpose
of this report is to give a detailed description of the RBTC program. This
program checks the RB chains for the PFD and PFC, and examines the PFC entries
(including their RB chains) for the permanent files. This RB chain/PFC
analyzer is for the Scope 3.4.3 operating system.
Whenever the analyzer is used, it is required that no new programs be read
into the input queue, no programs in the output queue be printed, and that the
program be permitted to run to completion without interruption. In other words,
it is required that the patient's condition not be modified until diagnosis is
complete. This, however, should cause no hardship. The analyzer can examine
the patient quite rapidly. At the present time it takes only 10-15 CDC 6400
seconds for the program to examine the 18000 files on the CDC 6700 at NSWC/DL.
Unless many irregularities have to be reported on, the entire job (including
printing) normally takes less than 20 CDC 6400 seconds. In contrast, the
auditor AUDIT (a CDC program) takes 30 minutes!
The analyzer serves only in a diagnostic capacity. Its purpose is not to correct errors, but only to find and report them. If the files are inadvertently
modified while being examined, then no damage is done. This can only cause the
program to abort prematurely or to obtain incorrect results.
The administrative structure of the analyzer is quite simple. Each major task
is handled by a separate subroutine. The main program calls these routines in
sequence. After the routines have finished, the final results are printed and
the program terminates. In this report a separate section is devoted to each
of the major routines. The routines are discussed in the order that they are
called by the main program. Each routine is described in detail. Additional
sections are included that provide background information and describe subroutines that are used by the major routines. Listings of the main program,
all the major routines, and most of the subsidiary routines are given in
appendix A.

The analysis performed by the analyzer involves the following steps. First
the RB chains for the PFD and PFC are examined. If an error is detected in
either of the chains, then in most cases the job terminates. The error is
considered to be too severe to permit analysis to continue. Otherwise, if no
such error is detected, then the PFC entries for all the permanent files are
next read and examined. At the time this is done, normally no errors are
reported. A temporary file (tape 2) is maintained for referencing the errors.
After the entries have been examined, the first half of the program is
finished. Now the system must read tape 2, collect together all the errors
for each individual file, and report them to the user. The REPORT routine
is responsible for coordinating most of these activities. Portions of the
PFC may have to be read a second time in order that REPORT can provide all
the information that is needed. After REPORT is finished, the results are
printed and the program terminates.
At the present time, possibly a maximum of 65000 files can be examined. The
precise restrictions on the size and arrangement of the permanent files are
itemized on page A-l, at the beginning of the listing of the main program.
Several of the restrictions are needed by SETUP, which is the first routine
that is called. This routine defines the environment in which the analyzer
operates.
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The RBRTBL Array and Related Concepts
The major task of the analyzer is to check the RB chains of the permanent
files for conflicts. In order to know which RB's are used and where they are
used, an array named RBRTBL is used that is similar to the RBR bit tables
employed by the system. However, instead of referencing an RB by a single bit,

as is done in the RBR bit tables, 20 bits are used in the RBRTBL.
The array RBRTBL is a matrix having 3232 rows and 8 columns. Each column contains 20 bit fields for the RB's of three RBR ordinals, being arranged as
follows:
1-st ordinal 2-nd ordinal 3-rd ordinal
word I
word 2

20 bits

---

20 bits

20 bits

word 3232

Specifically, bits 40-59 of the i-th word of the column is the 20 bit field
for the i-th RB of the first RBR ordinal, bits 20-39 of the i-th word is the
20 bit field for the i-th RB of the second RBR ordinal, and bits 0-19 of the
i-th word is the 20 bit field for the i-th RB of the third RBR ordinal.
At the present time RBR ordinals 0-39 are permitted by the analyzer to be used
for permanent files. However, since the RBRTBL has 8 columns and each column
contains information for the RB's of three RBR ordinals, only 24 of these 40
RBR ordinals can be used at any one time. The 40 RBR ordinals are linked to the
RBRTBL by the arrays MORD and NORD, each of which is of dimension 40. If RBR
ordinal ORD is being used then MORD(ORD+ 1) =M and NORD(ORD+ i) = N where
N= the number of the column of RBRTBL that contains the ordinal ORD
M= 1,2,3 depending on whether the RBR ordinal ORD is the first, second,
or third RBR ordinal of the column.
M and N are called the coordinates of the ordinal ORD in the RBRTBL. If the RBR
ordinal ORD is not being used then these coordinates (i.e., MORD(ORD+ 1) and
NORD(ORD+ 1)) are set to 0.
Consider now the bits in the 20 bit field for an RB. The first bit (on the left)
is currently unused and will have the value 0. The second bit is called the
flaw bit. If this bit is I then the RB is flawed. Otherwise, if the bit is 0
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then the RB is unflawed. The remaining 18 bits have one of the three following
formats:
(1) If the RB is first found in word n of the RB chain for the PFD then the
third bit (called the PFD bit) is set to 1, the fourth bit (called the
PFC bit) is set to 0, and the remaining 16 bits contain the number n.
(2) If the RB is first found in word n of the RB chain for the PFC then the
PFD bit is set to 0, the PFC bit is set to 1, and the remaining 16 bits
contain the number n.
(3) Otherwise, if the RB is first found in an RB chain for a permanent file

in the RBTC, then the PFD and PFC bits are set to 0 and the last 16 bits
contain the number of the pru in the RBTC where the RB is found.

Here the word and pru counts begin at 0. Hence, neither the PFD nor the PFC can
have an RB chain that contains more than 216 words, and the PFC cannot be longer
than 21s prus (i.e., 1170 RB's) in length.
The restrictions that the RBTC is no longer than 1170 RB's in length and that
at any one time no more than 24 RBR ordinals are being used must be regarded as
being permanent. However, the restriction that only 40 RBR ordinals are available
for use can easily be removed.

4
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SUBROUTINE SETUP(ERR)
The SETUP routine is responsible for
(1) finding the RBR ordinals for the permanent file devices that are turned on,
(2) setting up the RBRTBL array for these RBR ordinals, and
(3) setting the flaw bits in the RBRTBL for the flawed RB's.
ERR is a variable that is set by the routine to inform the main program if
these tasks are completed properly. If an error is detected which requires that
the job be aborted prematurely, then an error message is printed and ERR is
assigned a nonzero value. Otherwise, if no such error is detected, then ERR is
assigned the value 0.
The subroutines
CALL PFEST(NUM, LEST)
CALL RLABEL(e,LABEL,ERR)
* "variable
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are used by SETUP for finding the RBR ordinals and flawed RB's. Here NUM is a
and LEST an array. When PFEST is called, NUM and LEST are assigned the
values:
NUM = the number of permanent file devices that are turned on
LEST= the list of EST ordinals for the devices that are turned on
If NUM= 0 or NUM >24 then an error message is printed, the error indicator ERR
is set to I, and SETUP terminates.

If il NUM! 24 then for each EST ordinal e in LEST the RLABEL subroutine is
called for reading the label of the device. " Here LABEL is an array that is 128
words in length. If the label cannot be read then ERR is set by RLABEL to a nonzero value, an error message is printed by SETUP, and SETUP terminates. Otherwise, if the label can be read, then the first 10 words of the label are stored
in words 1-10 of LABEL, and words 11-64 of LABEL contain a bit table for the
RB's on the device. If a bit is I then the corresponding RB is flawed. Otherwise,
the RB is unflawed.
Three fields in the first 10 words of LABEL are of interest. The third byte of
word 10 contains the EST ordinal for the device. Either this number is the same
as the EST ordinal e in LEST, or we have an error. An error in this case indicates that the permanent file pack is not mounted on the correct EST. If such an
error occurs then an error message is printed, ERR is set to 1, and SETUP terminates. Secondly, bits 0-5 of word 5 contain the RBR ordinal for this device
(here it is assumed that there is only one RBR ordinal for each permanent file
device). If ORD is the RBR ordinal and ORD > NUMTBL (NUMTBL is the largest RBR
ordinal that can be used), then again we have an error, an error message is
printed, ERR is set to 1, and SETUP terminates. Thirdly, the last byte of word 10
contains the number of RB's on the device (both flawed and unflawed). Here it is

1

For information on labels see pages 11-1-61 and 11-3-19 of reference (1).
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checked that this number, denoted by MAX, satisfies 1

MAX 3232.

The arrays MORD and NORD, both of dimension 40, are defined next by SETUP.
These routines contain the coordinates (M,N) of the RBR ordinals for the
permanent file devices. After MORD and NORD are defined, tasks (1) and (2)
are finished. Task (3) is now accomplished by the DO loop immediately
following statement 31.
Comments. The purpose of the SETUP routine is to set up the RBRTBL, AREA,
MORD, and NORD arrays, which define the environment in which the program
will operate. The array AREA is not used in SETUP, but is employed in later
routines for obtaining the 20 bit fields for the RB's in the RBRTBL. The
LEST, LABEL, and FLAW arrays are of interest only in SETUP. They are not
used elsewhere. The subroutines PFEST and RLABEL (which are also used only
in SETUP) are our interface with the system tables and the label handling
operations. One may either use the PFEST and RLABEL routines employed at
NSWC/DL (which have separate documentation), or one may use alternate procedures for giving the RBR ordinals and flawed RB's. One may, of course,
totally rewrite the SETUP routine. If this is done, then the following two
requirements must be met:
(1) The RBRTBL, AREA, MORD, and NORD arrays must still contain the same
information. The only exception is that the flaw bits in the RBRTBL need
not be set. However, if a flaw bit for an RB is not set, then the program
will not know that this RB is flawed.
(2) The error indicator ERR must still be used to inform the main program
that an error has occurred which requires that the job be aborted prematurely.
Set ERR#0 if such an error occurs. Otherwise, set ERR= 0.
The assumption that there is only one RBR ordinal for each permanent file
device is used only in SETUP. Thus if SETUP is rewritten then this restriction may be removed.
In SETUP it is currently assumed that only 40 RBR ordinals are available
for use. The value NIUMTBL, which is the largest ordinal that may be used,
is assigned the default value 39 in the main program. The restriction on
the number of available RBR ordinals can be easily modified by changing
the DO statement preceding statement 11, changing the FORMAT statement 121,
and replacing the dimensions on the COMMOt card:
COM4ON/RBRORD/MORD (40),NORD (40)
This card must also be replaced in the routines RBSET and RBTCHK, and the
default value for NUMTBL in the main program should be modified.
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Reading the PFD and PFC
The subroutines
CALL GETFILE
CALL TEST
CALL PFRETRN
permit us to read the PFD and PFC. A routine that uses any of these three
subroutines requires the statement
COMMON/IFET/IBUFF(2049),RTCODE,NWDS,LEVEL,FILE
where RTCODE and FILE are integer variables. The variable FILE is set by the
user and may Like the values 0 or 1. If FILE= 0 then the PFD is the file to
be read. Otherwise, if FILE= i then the PFC is the file to be read.
The GETFILE routine is the routine that, in effect, opens the file, TEST is
the routine for reading this file after it has been opened, and PFRETRN is
the routine for closing the file. More precisely, GETFILE creates a FNT entry
for the file requested. After the FNT entry is created, the TEST routine may
be called one or more times to read portions of the file. (The first time
that TEST is called, a FET for the file is created by TEST.) After the reading has been completed the routine PFRETRN eliminates the FNT and FET entries
for this file.
When TEST is called, a portion of the file is read and stored into the IBUFF
array, and the variables RTCODE, NWDS, and LEVEL are set. These variables
are defined as follows:
RTCODE = I if an EOR mark is read
RTCODE =2 if an EOF mark is read
RTCODE=3 if an EOI mark is read
Otherwise RTCODE= 0. Also
NWDS= the number of words that are read into IBUFF
LEVEL= the level number of the record.
A maximum of 2048 words are read. If an EOR, EOF, or EOI mark is encountered
then reading terminates. In this case NWDS is the number of words read that
precede the mark.
The TEST routine operates as follows. The first time
first NWDS words of the file are read. The next time
next NWDS words of the file are read, etc. If an EOR
(which to the author's knowledge should never occur),
again to read the information that follows the mark.
mark is read, then this mark terminates the file and
possible. Then the PFRETRN routine must be used.

that TEST is called the
that TEST is called the
or EOF mark is read
then TEST can be called
However, when an EOI
no further reading is

If the words of a pru are numbered from 0 through 63, then an EOR, EOF, and
EOI mark affects the count of the prus as follows. If n- i prus have been
read and the first w words (0 w <63) of the n-th pru are followed by a mark,
then the mark is considered to be located at word w of the pru and to terminate the pru. In this case we have what is called a short pru. Any information that follows the mark is considered to begin at word 0 of pru n+ 1.
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Note. Any program that employs the GETFILE routine must be a system overlay
that is invoked by the console operator. This limits access to the PFD and
PFC.
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RB Chains
An RB chain consists of one or more word pairs. We review briefly the structure of these word pairs. For additional information see pages 4-35 through
4-37, 11-1-110, and 11-3-7 of reference (1).
48
link
RB3

39 36
ord
RB4

k

24

12

0

RBo

RB1

RB2

RB5

RB8

RB7

Note the above representation of a word pair. Bytes 2-4 of the first word of
the word pair and bytes 0-4 of the second word of the word pair are called
the RBo,...,RB7 bytes respectively. Byte 0 of the first word contains the link
to the next word pair in the RB chain, if there is one. Otherwise, if the word
pair is the last word pair of the chain then byte 0 contains the value 0.

If the word pair references one or more RB's, then all the RB's referenced by
the word pair must have the same RBR ordinal. If ord is the RBR ordinal then
the first 9 bits of byte I of the first word contain this ordinal and the
remaining 3 bits of byte I contain the index k of the first byte RBk that
references an RB. Byte RBk contains the number n (i:'n53232) of the RB that
is being referenced, and RB I,...,RB? contain the numbers of the remaining RB's
that are being referenced by the word pair. The first byte RB, (m>k) that contains the number 0, if there is one, terminates this list. (Then byte RB,_
contains the number of the last RB that is referenced by the word pair.)
It is possible that the index k refers to a byte RBk that contains the number 0.
If this occurs then the word pair references no RB's and an RBR ordinal is not
needed. However, the only case (to the author's knowledge) when an ordinal is
not given is when the first 9 bits of byte I contain the value 777 (octal)
and the index k is set to 7. Then, of course, RB7 contains the value 0.
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SUBROUTINE RBSET (CHSIZENUMDSKRBS.CHAIN)
The first prus of the PFD and PFC contain only the RB chains for the PFD and
PFC. The RBSET routine examines the RB chain for the file under consideration
(the PFD or PFC). All variables used in this routine are integer variables.
If an error is detected which requires that the job he terminated prematurely,
then the variable WD is set to 0 in order to inform the main program of this
fact. (This variable, as well as many of the other variables employed by the
routine, are declared in COMMON statements.) After the SETUP routine has
finished, the main program first calls the RBSET routine by the statements
FILE = 0
CALL GETFILE
WD =400000B
CALL RBSET(PFDSIZE,PFDMRK,PFDRBS,PFDCHN(i))
for checking the RB chain of the PFD. After this checking has been completed,
the main program calls PFRETRN to close the PFD file. If no fatal errors have
been detected then the RBSET routine is recalled by the statements
FILE= 1
CALL GETFILE
WD = 200000B
CALL RBSET(PFCSIZE,PFCMRK,PFCRBS,PFCCHN(1))
for examining the RB chain of the PFC. After this analysis is completed, unless
a fatal error has been detected, the PFC file is left open.
The RBSET routine operates as follows. In the statements preceding statement
100, RBSET first checks if there are any EOR, EOF, or EOlmarks preceding the RB
chain. If there is an EOI mark or if there are 50 or more EOR and/or EOF marks,
then this is a fatal error and the system proceeds to the Error Processor
section of RBSET. Otherwise, if EOR and/or EOF marks exist, but there are less
than 50, then an error message is printed but analysis is not terminated. This
is the only error that is detected by RBSET that is not judged to be serious
enough to warrant a premature abort. In this case, however, disk addresses
cannot be given for the Aata in the file. Upon the termination of the checking
for the marks, if an EOI mark has not been detected then the argument NUM has
as its value the number of EOR and/or EOF marks preceding the RB chain of the
file. From the above CALL statements we note that this defines the variables
PFDMRK and PFCMRK as follows:
PFDMRK

number of EOR and/or EOF marks that precede the RB chain
for the PFD
PFCMRK = the number of EOP and/or EOF marks that precede the RB chain
for the PFC
=the

These variables are used throughout the program for determining if disk
addresses can or cannot be given. Disk addresses for information in the PFD ctn
only be given if PFDMRK= 0, and disk addresses for information in the PFC can
only be given if PFCMRK=O.
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If the only marks found to precede the RB chain are NUM EOR and/or EOF marks
where 0 -NUM<50, then RBSET begins its analysis of the RB chain at statement 100. From the above CALL statements we note that
CHSIZE = the maximum number
of prus that the RB chain for the
1
file can take.
Thus the variable MAXWPR defined in statement 100 is the maximum number of
word pairs that the RB chain can have. Each time that a pass is made through
the DO loop that begins here a different word pair of the chain is analyzed.
The word pairs are taken in sequence. If more than MAXWPR word pairs are
found then we have a fatal error. Upon exiting from the DO loop (at the statement following statement 131) the system will proceed to statement 242 of the
Error Processor section of RBSET.
Analysis of a word pair is as follows. First the index I of the first word of
the word pair in IBUFF is checked. If INWDS (NWDS is the number of words of
the RB chain that were read by TEST), then an EOR, EOF, or EOI mark appears
in the middle of the RB chain and the system is instructed to proceed to statement 240 of the Error Processor section. Otherwise, if I <NWDS then the link,
the RBR ordinal ORD of the RB's referenced by the word pair, and the index IND
of the first byte that references an RB are obtained. If ORD hNUMTBL (NUMTBL
is the largest RBR ordinal that can be used) then we have a fatal error and the
system is instructed to proceed to statement 200 of the Error Processor section.
Otherwise, the (M,N) coordinates of the ordinal are obtained. If the RBR ordinal is not listed as being used, then again we have an error and again the
system is told to go to statement 200. Otherwise, it is checked if the index
IND is 0 or 3. If IND# 0,3 then it is not assumed that there is an error. To
the author's knowledge this will not occur. However, to be on the safe side, a
message is printed and then analysis continues.
The inner DO loop beginning the third statement after statement 121 is for
checking the bytes that reference the RB's. However, this loop processes the
bytes of only one word of the word pair. Thus the loop must be entered twice if
INDc3. If INDa3 then K is assigned the value 2 and the inner DO loop is
entered. Upon exiting from the loop, the bytes of the second word of the word
pair have been checked and we are finished with the RB bytes. However, if IND<3
then K is first assigned the value 1, the value IND is increased by 5, and the
inner DO loop is entered. Upon exiting from the loop the bytes of the first word
of the word pair will have been checked. In order to check the bytes of the
second word K is reset to 2, IND is reset to 3, and the inner DO loop is
reentered.
The operation of the inner DO loop is quite simple. Each time that a pass is
made through the loop a different byte is checked. The bytes are taken in
sequence. In a pass through the loop, first the number of the RB that is being
i The variables PFDSIZE and PFCSIZE, which are defined on page A-1, are used
here only.
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referenced by the byte is obtained. This number is denoted by the variable
RB. If RB= 0 then the RB's referenced by the word pair have all been previously
checked (if there were any) and we are done. Otherwise, if RB> 3232 then we
have a fatal error and the system is instructed to proceed to statement 202 of
the Error Processor section. However, if this error does not occur then RBSET
next checks if the 20 bit field for the RB in the RBRTBL is 0. If not then we
have a conflict and the system is instructed to go to statement 210 of the
Error Processor. Otherwise, if no conflict is found, then the RB reference is
considered to be correct. In this case, the value of the variable DSKRBS is
increased by 1 (DSKRBS is the number of RB's in the RB chain that have been
examined) and the 20 bit field for the RB in the RBRTBL is modified to contain
the number of the word that contains this byte. By the way in which the
variable WD is defined, being given an offset value of 400000B or 200000B
initially, the coding will also automatically set the PFD or PFC bit, whichever
is appropriate. Then the pass through the inner loop is complete.
After the RB bytes have been examined, if no errors have been detected then
RBSET will arrive at statement 130. Here it is checked if the word pair is the
final word pair of the chain. This completes the analysis of the word pair.
Upon the termination of the checking of the word pairs of the RB chain, no
matter whether an error has been detected or not, we note from the CALL statements at the beginning of this section that DSKRBS defines the variables PFDRBS
and PFCRBS as follows:
PFDRBS= the number of RB's in the
examined and for which no
PFCRBS= the number of RB's in the
examined and for which no

RB chain for the PFD which were
errors were detected
RB chain for the PFC which were
errors were detected

These variables are also used throughout the program for determining if disk
addresses can or cannot be given.
After the RB chain has been examined, if no fatal errors have been detected then
at statement 140 the RB chain is copied into the array CHAIN. From the CALL
statements at the beginning of this section it follows that
PFDCHN contains the RB chain for the PFD and
PFCCHN contains the RB chain for the PFC.
The RB chains are saved since they may be needed later for computing disk
addresses. Next RBSET updates the variables WD and I to refer to the beginning
word of the next pru. Also it checks if the current pru contains an EOI mark.
If the pru does contain an EOI mark, then the mark necessarily must follow the
RB chain but we still have a fatal error. Then the system is directed to proceed to statement 260 of the Error Processor. If no such EOI mark exists, and if
no EOR and/or EOF marks precede or immediately follow the RB chain in the same
pru, then the RBSET routine is finished. Otherwise, a dump of the RB chain is
written on tape 1. If an EOR or EOF mark follows the RB chain then the TEST
routine is recalled and I is reset. Then RBSET terminates.
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Note All dumps that are to be printed are first written on tape I. Then at the
end of the job, at statement 310 in the main program, tape I is printed and the
main program terminates.

The Error Processor Section
Whenever a fatal error is detected this section is entered. Here error information is printed and (whenever possible) a dump is written on tape 1. Also the
variable WD is set to 0, and then RBSET terminates. After RBSET has finished
the main program closes the file, prints tapes 10 and 1, and then aborts. (Tape
10 has not yet been discussed. In this case, however, only tape I need be considered. Tape 10 will contain no information.)
The coding in this section is fairly straightforward, requiring only the use of
the ADDRSS, DSKADD, and PRTPRU routines. The routine ADDRSS is used only by
RBSET. Its brief definition
SUBROUTINE ADDRSS(M,I,RB,PRU,WORD)
INTEGER RB, PRU,WORD
C
C
C
C
C

M IS A 20 BIT POSITIVE INTEGER (RIGHT ADJUSTED) THAT REFERENCES
A WORD IN THE RB CHAIN FOR THE RBTC OR PFD. THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES THE ADDRESS (RB,PRU,WORD) OF THE WORD. I IS SET TO 3 IF
THE WORD IS IN THE RB CHAIN FOR THE PFC, AND I IS SET TO 4 IF
THE WORD IS IN THE RB CHAIN FOR THE PFD.
I=SHIFT(M,-17)+3
WORDI=M.AND. 77B
PRU=SHIFT(M, -6).AND. 1777B

RE =PRU/ 56
PRU=PRU-RB*56
RB=RB+l
END
requires no comment. The DSKADD routine is us 2d for obtaining disk addresses,
and the PRTPRU routine writes a pru on tape 1. These two routines are described
in detail in the next two sections.
As an example of the
there is a conflict.
word that references
defined to reference

operation of the Error Processor, consider the case where
At statement 210 first the address (NUMRB,PRU,W) of the
the RB in conflict is obtained. Also the variable INFO is
a word that contains the following information:

0-19 contain the 20 bit field of the RB in the RBRTBL
that is in conflict
bits 20-59 contain zeros
bits

--

Then a statement is printed which asserts that a conflict exists, and RBSET
checks the flaw bit of the 20 bit field in INFO. If the bit is 0 then the RB in
1

conflict is not flawed and the system is instructed to go to statement 220.
Otherwise, the system is instructed to print the fact that the RB is flawed
and to print the address of the word that references this RB. Now if the RB
is unflawed, then at statement 220 the address (NUMRB,PRU1,Wl) of the previous word that referenced the RB is obtained. If the previous reference was
made in the same file, then the system is instructed to proceed to statement
230. Otherwise, the first reference must have been from the PFD and RBSET
must now be examining the PFC. In this case, the system first prints the
addresses of the words that reference the RB in conflict. Then it checks if
disk addresses can be obtained for the RB's in the PFD. If this is possible,
then the disk address for RB NUMRBI is found and printed. At statement 208
the system next checks if disk addresses can be obtained for RB's in the
PFC. If this is possible,then the disk address for RB NUMRB is found and
printed. Thereupon the system arrives at statement 300.
Whenever statement 300 is reached, all the error information has been printed
and the only tasks left are to set WD to 0 and to write a dump on tape I. In
the coding beginning at statement 310 a dump is written. Unless an EOI mark
or several EOR and/or EOF marks are encountered in the middle of the chain,
the dump will contain the entire RB chain and several succeeding prus. After
the writing is finished RBSET terminates.
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II

Disk Addresses
Assume that there are no EOR, EOF, or EOI marks at the beginning of the file
under consideration (the PFD or PFC). Consider the n-th RB of the file. Then
in order to find where the RB is stored on disk, first find the n-th RB that
is referenced by the RB chain for the file. If the word pair that references
this RB contains the RBR ordinal ORD, and if m is the number of the RB being
referenced (this number is stored in the byte that references the RB), then
the pair of numbers (ORD,m) tell us where on disk the n-th RB of the file is
stored. We shall refer to (ORD,m) as the disk address of RB n.
Example Since it is assumed that the RB chain for the PFD begins in the first
RB of the PFD, in order to find where on disk this chain is located it is
necessary to find the first RB that is referenced by the RB chain. The first
word pair of the RB chain will normally reference an RB. If this occurs then
the RBR ordinal ORD in this word pair and the number m stored in the first
byte that references an RB tell us where on disk the RB chain is located. We
then know that the RB chain (which resides in the first RB of the PFD) is
stored on disk in RB m of RBR ordinal ORD. In this case RB I has the disk
address (ORD,m).
SUBROUTINE DSKADD (NUMRB ,CHAIN,ORD.RB)
Assume now that we wish to obtain the RBR ordinal (ORD) and the disk RB number
(RB) for RB NL'MRB of the PFD or PFC. Let the CHAIN array contain the RB chain
for the PFD or PFC. Assume that no EOR, EOF, or EOI marks precede the RB chain,
and that NUMRB is less than or equal to the number of RB's in the RB chain
that have been examined and found to be correct. Then the DSKADD routine finds
the disk address (ORD,RB) for RB NUMRB. The procedure adopted for examining
the word pairs of the RB chain is similar to that used by the RBSET routine.
The coding from statement 100 to the end of the routine comprises a loop. Each

time that a pass is made through the loop a different word pair of the chain
is examined. The word pairs are taken in sequence.

I.

Analysis of a word pair is as follows. First the RBR ordinal ORD and the index
IND of the first byte that references an RB are obtained. Then the DO loop
beginning at statement 121 is entered. This DO loop is for counting the bytes
that reference RB's. However, this loop processes the bytes of only one word of
the word pair. Thus the loop must be entered twice if IND-:3. If IND Z3 then K
is assigned the value 2 and the DO loop is entered. Upon exiting from the loop,
the bytes in the second word of the word pair have been counted and we are
finished with this word pair. However, if IND.3 then K is first assigned the
value I, the value of IND is increased by 5, and the DO loop is entered. Upon
exiting from the loop the bytes of the first word of the word pair have been
counted. In order to count the bytes of the second word K is reset to 2, IND is
reset to 3, and the DO loop is reentered.

'

!through

The operation of the DO loop is quite simple. Each time that a pass is made
the loop a different byte is examined. The bytes are taken in sequence.
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In a pass through the loop, first the number of the RB that is stored in the
byte is obtained. This number is denoted by the variable RB. If RB= 0 then
the RB's referenced by the word pair have all been previously counted (if
there were any) and we are finished with this word pair. Otherwise, if RBO 0
then the value of the variable NUN is increased by 1 (NUM is the total number
of RB references that have been encountered). If NUM= NUMRB then we are done.
The current values for ORD and RB are the values that were needed and the
routine terminates. Otherwise, if NU #NUMRB then NUM is still less than NUMRB
and this pass through the DO loop is complete.

1i

,
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SUBROUTINE PRTPRU(I.PRU,MEMNUMWDS,ICODE,K,IND)
The PRTPRU routine is used in writing dumps. The array MEM contains a pru to
be printed. PRTPRU has the task of writing this pru on tape 1. The arguments
I, PRU, and NUMWDS are assumed to have the values:
I = the index of the beginning word of the pru in MEM
PRU the number of the pru
NUMWDS = the number of words in MEM

If I+63-<NUMWDS then MEM(),MEM(I+I),...,MEM(I+63) are the words of the pru.
The argument ICODE is ignored, thereby permitting it to be set arbitrarily.
Otherwise, if I+63>NUMWDS then the pru is a short pru, being terminated by
an EOR, EOF, or EOI mark. The argument ICODE informs PRTPRU which type of mark
terminates the pru. ICODE has the format:
ICODE = 1 if an EOR mark terminates the pru
ICODE = 2 if an EOF mark terminates the pru
ICODE = 3 if an EOI mark terminates the pru

If the pru is short and Is-NUMWDS, then MEM(I),MEM(I+I),...,MEM(NUMWDS) are
the words of the pru. However, if I>NUMWDS then it is assumed that the pru to
be written contains no words.
Note Because of the way in which the IBUFF array is used, if 'EM begins at the
m-th word of IBUFF, then it is assumed that I- 2049-m; i.e., it is assumed that
I refers to one of the first 2048 words of IBUFF.
PRTPRU operates as follows. First it is checked
is a short pru then IND is set to 1, MAX is set
instructed to go to statement 20. Otherwise, if
then IND is set to 0 and (in the loop beginning

if I+63 : NUMWDS. If the pru
to NUMW1D3, and the system is
the pru contains 64 words,
at statement 10) MAX is defined

to be the index of the last word of the pru that contains nonzero information.
(In the case that the pru contains only zeros, then MAX =I-1.) The purpose of
IND, which is an argument of PRTPRU, is to inform the user of PRTPRU if the
pru is short or not.
In the coding from statement 20 to statement 30, a title line is written for
the pru. This line contains the information NUMRB,NUMPRU where
NUMRB =the number of the RB that contains the pru and
ITUMPRU = the number of the pru in this RB.
If the argument K of PRTPRU has been assigned a nonzero value, then NUMRB,NUMPRU
is the only information that is given in the line. Otherwise, if K = 0 then the
disk address of RB NUMRB is also written.
At statement 30 it is first checked if the pru contains any information. If not,
the pru is written i

then at statement 40 the type of the mark that terminates

It should be noted that this is one of the major spots in the program where
the MARK array is used. This array is defined at the beginning of the main
program.
;,

t
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and the routine ends. If, however, the pru contains information, then it is
next checked if I>MAX. This can occur only if the pru consists of 64 words,
all of which contain only zeros. In this case, at statment 50 a message is
written and the routine terminates. Otherwise, if the pru is short or contains nonzero information, then the statement
WRITE(1,32) (IADD1(WORD),MEM(J),IBLANK(MEM(J)),J=I,MAX)
writes the words on tape 1. After this is done, if the pru is short then at
statement 40 the type of mark that terminates the pru is written. Then the
routine ends.
The above WRITE statement operates as follows. First the function IADDI is
called. Its brief definition
INTEGER FUNCTION IADDl(N)
IADD I=N
N=N+l
RETURN
END
may appear a bit strange. If the value of the variable N is n, then after
IADDl(N) has been computed, IADDI(N)= n and N = n+1. Thus the n-th time
that IADDI(WORD) is called by the WRITE statement, IADDI(WORD)=n-1 and
WORD =n. Hence, IADDl(WORD) will have as its value the current number of the
word in the pru that is to be written next.
The word to be written next, namely MEM(J), is to be written in both 020 and
A10 formats. For the latter format the function IBLANK defined by

10

INTEGER FUNCTION IBLANK(N)
IBLANK=N
DO 10 I=1,10
IBLANK=SHIFT (IBLANK,6)
IF ((IBLANK.AND.77B).EQ.O) IBLANK=IBLANK.OR.55B
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

is needed. Here N references a word. IBLANK(N) is a modification of N where
the colons (having display code OOB) have been replaced with blanks (having
display code 55B). The modified word IBLANK(MEM(J)) is the word that is
written in the AIO format.
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PFC Entries
As was noted earlier, the first prus of the PFC contain the RB chain for
the PFC. Consider now the remaining prus, which contain the PFC entries
for the peTmanent files. Word 0 of each pru serves the purpose of indicating the status of the pru. The word contains the information:
Bit I = I if the pru is being used and 0 otherwise.
Bit 4 = I if the pru contains an entry for a file in the 1/0 queue
and 0 otherwise.
The remaining bits are 0.
If bit 1 of the word is I, then words 1-62 of the pru contain a PFC entry
(or a portion of a PFC entry) for a permanent file. (Word 63 of the pru is
reserved.)
Only one PFC entry can reside in a pru. If an entry occupies.two or more
prus, then the prus being occupied are contiguous, following one another
in sequence. The initial pru of an entry has the format given on pages
Of particular interest are
11-3-6, 11-3-8, and 11-3-9 of reference (1).
the number L and K stored in byte 3 of word 11 and byte 2 of word 12
respectively.'
Then
K = the number of words following word 12 that precede the RB chain
L = the total number of words in the entry.
If n is the number of words in the RB chain for the entry, then L can be
defined more precisely by

L

=

K +12+

n.

To the
Thus if L =K+12 then the entry has no RB chain. (This can occur.)
best of the author's knowledge, llsK 48 must always be satisfied. The
restriction KS-48 ensures that the RB chain must begin in the first pru of
the entry. An RB chain word pair can never begin in one pru and end in another. Let m = 0 if K is odd and m=1 if K is even. Then words K+13 through
61+m of the fi:st pru of the entry provide enough space for k(49+m-K)
word pairs of an RB chain for the entry. If additional storage is needed,
Each continuation pru prothen one or more continuation prus may be used.
vides storage for 31 additional word pairs. The word pairs are stored in
words 1-62 of a continuation pru.

'These numbers are in decimal.
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SUBROUTINE RBTCHK
RBTCHK is the general routine for analyzing PFC entries. After the RB chains
for the PFD and PFC have been examined by RBSET, if no fatal errors have been
detected then the main program sets IERR = PFDMRK+PFCMRK, modifies WD to be
the number of words in the PFC that have been processed, and then calls RBTCHY.
Currently the variable I is the index of the word in IBUFF that is word 0 of
the first pru in the PFC that follows the RB chain for the PFC. Thus if
IBUFF(I) contains word 0 of pru m then WD= (m-l) * 64. This arrangement is provided by RBSET in the coding beginning the second statement after statement
140.
Very little error processing is done by RBTCHK. Whenever an error is detected
a 5 word message is written on tape 2, the value of IERR is increased by I
(if the error is not a conflict), and the value of MCOUNT is decreased by 1.
Then if MCOUNT = 0 the routine terminates. Otherwise, RBTCHK continues its
analysis of the PFC. The variable IZERO is used in writing messages on tape 2
and IERR has the def-nition:
IERR= the number of errors found that are not conflicts.
Messages may be issued for situations that occur that are not errors. The
first word of a 5 word message indicates the type of situation and the second
word contains the number of the word in the PFC at which the situation occurred
or was detected. Only MCOUNT messages will be written on tape 2. Then analysis
of the PFC by RBTCHK is terminated. The variable MCOUNT is defined in the main
program. Its value cannot exceed 4000. This restriction is not needed here,
but is required in later routines. When RBTCHK terminates, tape 2 will reference
(among other things) all errors that were found by RBTCHK. It will then be the
task of the later routines to examine each of the 5 word messages, and to report
on them to the user.
The layout of RBTCHK can briefly be summarized as follows. All the statements
from statement 1 to the end of the routine comprise a single loop. One pru is
examined each pass through the loop. The prus are taken in sequence until
(1) MCOUNT messages have been written on tape 2 or
(2) the prus of the PFC have all been examined.
Then the routine terminates. (None of the errors detected by RBTCHK are considered to be fatal, requiring a premature abort of the job.) The analysis of
a pru normally begins at statement 10. However, if the variables NUM, IPRU. and
WDPRU have not been set then analysis begins at statement I.
All variables used by RBTCHK are integer variables. I,WD,IPRU,WDPRU,NUM have
the definitions:
I = the index of the word in IBUFF to be examined next.
WD= the number of words in the PFC that have already been examined.
IPRU = the index of word 0 of the current pru in IBUFF.
WDPRU= the number of words in the PFC that precede the current pru.
NUM the total number of words in the 64 word prus in IBUFF.
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Thus at the beginning of the analysis of a pru, IPRU = I and WDPRU =WD. The
variable L is dlso important. At the beginning of a pru L is normally 0. If
L# 0 then a PFC entry that occupies more than a pru is being examined. In
this case, the pru under consideration is a continuation pru for the entry
and L is the number of words in the RB chain for the entry that have not yet
been checked.
The operation of RBTCHK is as follows. Statement I is encountered when
RBTCHK first begins and whenever a new portion of the PFC has been read and
stored in IBUFF by the TEST routine. I and WD are assumed here to have
already been defined. RBTCHK first checks if NWDS =O. If this is the case,
then the pru under ccnsideration contains no words and the system is instructed to go to statement 11 (see the next paragraph). Otherwise, if
NWDS >0 then NUM, IPRU, and WDPRU are defined and the system arrives at
statement 10.
The normal flow of control begins at statement 10. Here it is checked if the
pru under consideration contains 64 words. If it does then the system proceeds
to statement 20. Otherwise, RBTCHK next checks if NWDS =2048. If this is the
case, then all the words in IBUFF have been examined and the system is instructed to go to statement 3. Otherwise, if NWDS # 2048 then the pru is a
short pru. In the coding beginning at statement 11 a message is written on
tape 2, L is reset to 0, IERR is increased by I if the pru is not terminated
by an EOI mark, and MCOUNT is decreased by 1. If MCOUNT =0 or an EOI mark terminates the pru, then the routine ends. Otherwise, WD is increased by 64 and
the system arrives at statement 3. Then a new portion of the PFC is read and
stored in IBUFF by the TEST routine. Also I is reset to 1 and the system
returns to statement 1.
The block of coding beginning at statement 20 and continuing to the end of
the routine is devoted entirely to the treatment of 64 word prus. If the pru
under consideration is a 64 word pru, then it arrives at statement 20 of this
block after leaving statement 10. After analysis of the pru has been completed,
the system will exit from the block in the coding beginning at statement 500
or 501. Here IPRU,WDPRU,I,WD will be reset to prepare the system for the next
pru to be examined. Also L will be reset to 0 if this is necessary. Then the
system will return to statement 10.
Tape 2 messages are handled in a systematic manner in the block. If the message
concerns a situation that is not an error, or if it refers to an error whose
effects are local, then in the coding the message is processed where the situation is detected. After the processing is finished, if MCOUNT#0 then analysis
continues. Otherwise, if the message refers to an error, the existence of
which leaves in doubt either the validity of or the handling of the remaining
data in the 64 word pru, then analysis of the pru is terminated. In the section
of coding beginning at statement 400 the error is processed. After this is
done, if MCOUNT# 0 then at statement 500 or 501 preparation is made for the
analysis of the next pru.
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The section of coding beginning at statement 20 directs the operation of
the block. If L$O then the pru under consideration is a continuaLion pru
for a PFC entry and the system is instructed to go to statement 300. Otherwise, if L 0 then it is first checked if word 0 of the pru (the word that
indicates the status of the pru) is 0. If this is the case, then the pru
is not being used and the system is instructed to go to statement 501.
However, if word 0 of the pru is not 0, then it is next checked if word 0
has the proper format. If not, then the system is instructed to go to
statement 400. Otherwise, if word 0 has the proper format, then the pru
is the beginning pru of a PFC entry. I and WD are now updated and the
system arrives at statement 100.
The coding beginning at statement 100 processes the first words of a PFC
entry. It is first checked if word 1 has the proper format. If not, then
the system is instructed to go to statement 400. Otherwise, L and K are
defined to be the numbers stored in byte 3 of word ii and byte 2 of word
If L K+ 12 then the
(See the discussion on page 19.)
12 respectively.
entry has no RB chain. In this case, analysis of the pru is complete and
the system is instructed t. go to statement 500. Otherwise, if L#K+12
then it is next checked if L-K is even, L K+14, and lI K, 48. If any
of these conditions is violated, then we have an error and the system is
instructed to go to statement 402. However, if all the conditions are
satisfied then the preliminary analysis of the entry is finished. A message is written on tape 2 if the entry occupies more than a pru, and
L,I,WD,MAX are assigned the values:
L = the number of words in the RB chain.
I = the index of the word in IBUFF that is the first word of the
RB chain.
WD= the number of words in the PFC that precede the RB chain.
MAX= the maximum number of word pairs of an RB chain that the pru
can contain.
Also the ENTRY array is defined and the system arrives at statement 200.
Henceforth, for the remainder of the analysis of the entry, L will be the
number of words in the RB chain for the entry that have not been examined.
In general, no matter whether RBTCHK arrives at statement 200 via statement 100 or statement 300, the situation will be the same. If at statement
20 the pru is found to be a continuation pru for a PFC entry, then the
following sequence of events occur. First the system proceeds to the section beginning at statement 300. Here word I of the pru is checked. If
the word contains a label for a PFC entry, then we have an error and the
system is instructed to go to statement 400. Otherwise, there is no further
preliminary processing for the system to do. It must be as3umed Ehat
only word pairs of the RB chain for the entry are stored in the pru. Then
I, WD, MAX, and ENTRY are updated and the system proceeds to statement 200.
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I
rhe DO loop beginning at statement 200 examines the word pairs of the RB
chain that are in the pru. I'he structure of this loop requires no comment,
being almost tne same as the st ructure of the Lt loop in RBSET that begins
the first statement after statement 100. Fhe fe 1 lowing three details, howand should be kept in mind:
ever, are of iturest
(1) If an RBR ordinal oRIU is encountered that is not the ordinal for a
permanent file device that is ,n, then we may or may not have an error.
Since certain temporary files (normally I/O files) can reside on
nonpermanent devices, there is often the possibility that ORD may be the
RBR ordinal for a nonpermanent fi e dvice.
(2) Conflicts are the only errors found in this section that are not considered to be serious enough to terminate the processing of the pru. If a
conflict is found in the lone r D ) loop beginning at statement 221 , t0'en the
error is processed in the inner )O loop. After this is done, if MCOLNT# 0
then analysis continues of the remaining bytes of the word.
(3) The array ENTRY, whose purpose is to hold information that may be
inserted in the RBRTBL, is de-ined much earlier in RBTCHF than in RBSL .
This can be done since the 2) bit fields (in the RBRI'BL) for the RB's
referenced in the RB chain for the catry now contain pru numbers rather
than word numbers.
In operation, RBTCHK analyzes the PFW extremely quickly. The time that the
routine takes can be expected to increase linearly with the number of permanent files. After the routine terminates the PFC is closed by PFPRERN, a
five word message consisting entirely of zeros is written on tape 2, and
tape 2 is rewound. ib'is finishes the first half of the program (the analysis
portion). Now the messages on tape 2 must be examined and reported on.
Note Tape 2 should have been trcated as an unformatted binary file. This
would have made virtually no difference in the timing, but the coding
would have been a bit cleaner. As it stands, tape 2 is a file consisting of
five word messages, each of which has the format 5020.
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SUBROUTINE INFOCON (MCOUNT)
After RBTCHK terminates, the main program redefines MCOUNT to have the value:
MCOUNT= the number of messages that were written on tape 2
by RBTCHK
Also messages are issued to the dayfile and output file informing the user of
the number of errors found that are not conflicts.
After this is done the
!NFOCON routine is called. This routine reads tape 2, collecting together all
the conflicts found by RBTCHK that do not involve flawed RB's or RB's in the
RB chains for the PFD and PFC. While doing this the following variables are

defined:
MPFD the number of conflicts with the RB chain for the PFD
MPFC = the number of conflicts with the RB chain for the PFC
MFLAWS= the number of conflicts involving flawed RB's
MAX= the number of conflicts that do not involve flawed RB's

or RB's in the RB chains for the PFD and PFC
After the conflicts have been collected, in the coding following statement 113
INFOCON rewinds tape 2 and issues messages to the dayfile and output file
reporting the information MPFD,MPFC,MFLAWS,MAX. Then INFOCON terminates.
The conflicts not involving flawed RB's or RB's in the RB chains for the PFD
and PFC are collected together and stored in the array CON. CON contains 24000
words.
In order to conserve storage, CON is permitted to occupy the storage
space that RBRTBL occupies. This can be done since the RBRTBL array is no
longer needed. CON has two sections. The first section consists of the first
20000 words of CON. The second section, which is the subarray CONPRU, consists
of the last 4000 words of CON.
The first section of CON contains the conflict entries. The first two words of
an entry contain the RBR ordinal. (ORD) and the disk RB number (RB) of an RB
that is in conflict. The format of the entry is ORD,RB,n,WDI,...,WD,. Thus the
entry contains n+3 words. The word WD, contains the pru number (shifted to
the left 6 bits) that was stored in the RBRTBL array for this RB. The n- 1
words WD2 ,...,WD contain the word numbers of the words in the PFC that subsequently tried to reference this RB (when it was already known to be in use).
An entry in the first section of CON must contain at least five words. Each
entry refers to a different RB in conflict. The entries are stored sequentially,
being ordered by the values of ORD and RB.
If MAX is the number of conflicts,
then the maximum amount of storage required for the conflicts in the first
section of CON is 5*MAX. Since 20000 words are being allotted for this section,
the section can contain at most 4000 entries.

messages that can be issued by RBTCHK to 4000.

This

limits the number MOUNT of

The second section of CON, namely the subarray CONPRU, contains the numbers of
the prus in the PFC that first referenced the RB's in conflict. These numbers
are listed in increasing order.
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The coding of INFOCON is fairly self-contained, requiring only the aid of the
SHIFT and ASHIFT routines. ASHIFT is a routine for shifting data in an array.
If A is an array of dimension n then
CALL ASHIFT(A,n,k)
shifts the data in A

C
C
C

10

k words to the right. The coding

SUBROUTINE ASHIFT (A,N, K)
INTEGER A(N)
HERE IT IS ASSUMED THAT K IS A POSITIVE INTEGER EQUAL TO OR LESS
THAN N. THE ROUTINE SHIFTS THE DATA IN A(l),...,A(N-K) K WORDS TO
THE RIGHT.

IF (K.EQ.N) RETURN
I=N
M=N-K
DO 10 J=I,M
A(I)=A(I-K)
I=I-1
RETURN

ENDI

which defines the routine requires no comment.
INFOCON collects the conflicts as follows. First the variables MAX,MPFDMPFC,
MFLAWS are set to 0 and the storage area for CON is cleared. Then the DO loop
following statement 1 is entered. This DO loop reads the MCOUNT messages
written on tape 2 by RBTCHK. Each time that a pass is made through the loop a
different message is read. The messages are taken in sequence. (MCOUNT must
always be greater than 0. If MCOUNT < 4000 then tape 2 contains a message concerning the EOI mark for the PFC.)
4i

4

Consider now the i-th pass through the loop. First the i-th message on tape 2
is read and it is checked if the message refers to a conflict. If not, then we
are finished with the message and the system is instructed to go to statement
113 (which terminates this pass through the loop). Otherwise, if the message
refers to a conflict then (ORD,RB) is the disk address of the RB in conflict,
WD is the number of a word in the PFC that references this RB, and INFO is a
word containing the information:
bits

0-19 contain the 20 bit field of the RB in the RBRTBL

that is in conflict
bits 20-59 contain zeros
Letting W= SHIFT(INFO,-16) +1

i
2
I

then

if the conflict involves a flawed RB
if the conflict is with the RB chain for the PFD
if the conflict is with the RB chain for the PFC
otherwise
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Depending on the value of W, the count (MFLAWS, MPFD, MPFC, or MAX) of the
number of conflicts of the type involved is increased by 1. If W #l then we
are finished and the system is instructed to go to statement 113. Otherwise,
in the coding immediately following statement 14 the number of the pru (INFO)
that first referenced the RB in conflict is inserted in CONPRU. After doing
this the system arrives at statement 100.
In the section beginning at statement 100, a search is made for a conflict
entry in CON that references the RB having disk address (ORD,RB). If none is
found, then at statement 102 the 5 word entry
ORD,RB,2,INFO,WD
for the conflict is inserted in the first secion of CON. Otherwise, if an
entry ORD,RB,n,WD,,...,WD n is found that references the RB in conflict, then
WD, = INFO and at statement 112 the entry is changed to
ORD,RB,n +I,WD,,...,WD,,WD.
After a new entry is inserted or an existin
through the loop is complete.

I
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entry is modified, then the pass

Preliminary Considerations concerning the Processing of Errors
After INFOCON terminates, it is necessary to modify the contents of word WD,
of each conflict entry ORD,RB,n,WDI,...,WD, in CON. WD, currently contains
the number of the pru in the PFC (shifted 6 bits to the left) that first
references the RB in conflict. (ORD,RB) is the disk address of the RB in
conflict. Word WD, must be modified to contain the number of the word in the
pru that first references this disk RB. This task requires that the PFC be
read a second time by the TEST routine. If the task could be avoided (which
it cannot), then the entire program could be restructured so as to avoid a
second reading of the PFC.
REPORT is the routine that has the primary responsibility of reporting the
results of the analysis done by RBTCHK. If there are errors in a pru in the
PFC then messages are written concerning these errors and a brief dump is
given. The dump will contain the pru in question, preceded normally by P prus
and followed normally by Q prus. A maximum of DLIMIT such dumps will be given
by REPORT. The parameters P,Q,DLIMIT are set at the beginning of the coding
of the REPORT routine. It is assumed that P:2, Q22, and DLIMIT O.' The
current values used are P=2, Q= 2, and DLIMIT = 150.
In the environment in which we are operating, where the PFC is read by TEST
and stored in IBUFF, a problem now arises in the fact that we can read forwards, from the beginning of the PFC to the end of the PFC, but we cannot
reverse the reading process and read backwards, from the end of the PFC to
the beginning of the PFC. The existence of a procedure for reversing the
direction of the reading process would be welcomed, since in preparing a dump
for a pru that contains an error, it is desired that the pru be given along
with P preceding prus. However, since no such procedure exists, we do what we
consider to be the next best thing under the circumstances. We provide a queue,
the array IBUFFI, consisting of the P prus immediately preceding the first pru
in IBUFF.
The array IBUFFI must be of dimension 65*

A(thereby

(P+1) or greater. 2 A pru entry in

IBUFFI consists of 65 words. The first word of an entry contains the number n
of words in the pru (05nS64). If n = 64 then the remaining 64 words of the
entry contain the 64 words of the pru. Otherwise, if the pru is short, then
the next n words of the entry contain the words of the pru and the (n+2)-nd
word of the entry contains the RTCODEa for the mark that terminates the pru.
The entries are arranged in sequence, the first entry containing the most
recent pru to be inserted. Whenever a new entry is to be inserted, the first
P- i entries already in the queue are shifted 65 words to the right by ASHIFT
eliminating the P-th entry) and then the entry is inserted.

1If

2

3

P is reset to a value that is greater than the number of prus containing

the RB chain for the PFC, then take note of the discussion at the bottom of
page 35.
The P prus in IBUFFI require 65*P words. However, 65* (P+1) words are needed since an additional pru is often saved. For further details see page 35.
See page

7
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SUBROUTINE GETPRU(PRU. I)
In order to report the results of the analysis done by RBTCHK, periodically
the PFC must be read and the queue IBUFF1 updated. GETPRU is the routine that
is called by REPORT to carry out these tasks. When GETPRU is called it is
assumed that
PRU = the number of the pru in the PFC that is wanted
PRUO =the number of the pru in the PFC that is currently
the first pru in IBUFF
and that PRU>-PRUO. When this routine terminates, IBUFF will contain the pru
that is wanted and I will be the index of the word in IBUFF where the pru
begins. (If I>NWDS, which can occur only if NWDS 2048, then I=NWDS+1 and
the pru under consideration will contain no words.) Also PRUO and IBUFFI will
be updated, if this is necessary.
For convenience, momentarily let L denote the value of PRUO when GETPRU terminates. If it is assumed that whenever GETPRU is called to find a pru, no
later call for GETPRU will be for finding an earlier pru, then IBUFFI need
only be updated if PRU<L+P. Otherwise, if PRU L+P then the contents of
IBUFFI will be of no interest.
The coding of GETPRU is short, but a bit tricky. Beginning at statement 11,
NUM and L are assigned the values:
NUM =the total number of prus in IBUFF'
L= the total number of prus in the PFC that have been read
Then it is checked if PRU<L. If this is the case, then there is almost
nothing to be done. PRUO and IBUFFI need not be modified. In this case, the
system is instructed to go to statement 40 where the index I of the pru is
set. Then the routine terminates. Otherwise, if PRU L then PRUO is reassigned
the value L. Also IBUFFI is updated if PRU<PRUO+P, and at statement 10 the
next portion of the PFC is read by TEST. After this is done, the system again
arrives at statement 11. Now the next pass through this loop begins.
The IBUFFI array is updated as follows. First M is defined to be the number
of prus that are to be inserte. into IBUFFI. Then the entries in IBUFFI are
shifted M*65 words to the right, and it is checked if the first pru to be
inserted contains 64 words (i.e., it is checked if NWDS =2048). If not, then
I is set to 1, K is set to 2048, and the system proceeds to statement 30.
Otherwise, if the first pru to be inserted is a short pru, then at statement
20 K and N are assigned the values
K = the total number of words in the 64 word prus in IBUFF
N--the number of words in the last pru in IBUFF (which is short)
and the short pru is inserted in the first N+2 words of IBUFFI. After this
1

The coding for NUM must take the form that it does, for if NWDS=64*n
where NWDS #2048, then IBUFF contains n full prus and one 0 word pru.
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is done, at statement 22 it is checked if M = 1. If this is the case, then the
update of IBUFFI is complete. Otherwise, I is set to 66, the value of M is reduced by 1, and the system arrives at statement 30.
In the DO loop beginning at statement 30, M 64 word prus are inserted into
IBUFFI. Each time that a pass is made through the loop, a different pru is inserted. The prus are taken in sequence, from right to left. At the beginning
of a pass, I and K have the values:
I = the index of the word in IBUFFI where the next word is to be
inserted
K = the index of the last word of the pru in IBUFF that is to be
inserted
First the value of K is reduced by 64, thereby setting it to be the number of
words in IBUFF that precede the pru which is to be inserted. Then J is defined
to be the index of the word in IBUFF where the pru begins, and the pru is
inserted into IBUFFI. After this is done, at statement 32 the pass through the
loop terminates. After the M prus have been inserted, the update of IBUFFI is
complete.
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SUBROUTINE REPORT
After INFOCON terminates, the PFC is opened by GETFILE and the REPORT routine
is called. REPORT has the responsibility of gathering together and reporting
the results of the analysis done by RBTCHK. If a pru is referenced in the
CONPRU array and/or there are messages on tape 2 concerning the pru, then a
dump is written on tape I for the pru. Each dump has a preface. The first
line of the preface identifies the pru and contains the number of the dump.
The remainder of the preface contains whatever comments and/or complaints
that REPORT wishes to make concerning the pru. As noted earlier, the dump
contains the pru under consideration, preceded normally by P prus and followed
normally by Q prus. Also, a maximum of DLIMIT dumps are issued by REPORT.
REPORT generates three files. The first file, tape 1, contains the dumps and
their prefaces. The second file, tape 10, contains copies of all the prefaces.
This file, in effect, summarizes the information found on tape 1. The third
file, tape 3, provides background information concerning the files that contain
conflicts with other files (or with themselves).
Included in this information
is the name of the file, its cycle number, ID, and creation date.
All variables used by REPORT are integer variables.

T and PRUO have the values:

T = the number of prus referenced in CONPRU that have been reported
on +

1

on~l

PRUO = the number of the pru in the PFC that is currently the first
pru in IBUFF
The variable CARRY assists in the handling of long PFC entries (i.e., entries
that occupy two or more prus). Normally CARRY =0. However, CARRY may have the
value I when either the previous pru reported on contained a portion of a long
entry, or the current pru being examined contains a portion of a long entry.
Since the entire PFC may have to be read a second time, REPORT must assume
that the PFC is the same as when it was read by the RBTCHK routine. This
requires that no new programs be read into the input queue and that the program be permitted to run to completion without interruption.'
Periodically
REPORT checks if the PFC is the same. If not, then the variable SIG becomes
nonzero. Whenever SIG-O then either the PFC has been modified, there is a
bug in the program, or the system has been so badly damaged that the program
can no longer run properly. In any case, the job must then be aborted.
The operation of REPORT can be described as follows. All the statements from
statement 5 to the statement preceding statement 300 form a loop. Each time
that a pass is made through the loop a different pru is reported on. At the
beginning of a pass DMPNUM has the value:

RBTCHK requires that no programs in the output queue be printed.
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DMPNUM =the number of passes
the loop'

that have previously been made through

Each pass through the loop begins at statement 5 or 10, depending on whether
a new message from tape 2 must be read or not.
At statement 10 the variables
MSGE,WD,INFO,RB,ORD contain the contents of the tape 2 message to be considered
next.
It is first checked if MSGE = 0 . If this is the case then the message is
the terminal message that was written on tape 2 by statement 200 of the main
program. Whenever this terminal message is encountered, there is nothing left
to be examined and REPORT terminates.
Otherwise, if MSGE# 0 then PRU is
assigned the value
PRU= the number of the pru in the PFC to be reported on next
and GETPRU(PRU,I) is called.
Next, the value of DMPNUM is increased by I and
if DMPNUMI;DLIMIT a preface for a new dump and a copy of this preface are
begun on tapes 1 and 10 respectively.
Currently, RBTCHK is not interested in doing a thorough analysis of the portion of a PFC entry that precedes the RB chain (if such an analysis is even
possible).
Instead, it checks only for those few errors, the existence of
which leave in doubt either the validity of or the handling of the remaining
data of the entry. When such an error is detected, the analysis of the pru
is terminated and a tape 2 message is issued whose message number (MSGE) is
less than 100.
REPORT now treats these errors as follows.
At statement 13 it
is checked if the current tape 2 message refers to the pru under consideration
If it does and if MSGE<100, then either the pru is the first pru for a long
PFC entry or
(1) the pru contains an EOR, EOF, or EOI mark,
(2) word 0 or 1 of the pru is bad,
(3) the number given in word 11 for the size of the PFC entry or the number
given in word 12 which indicates where the RB chain for the entry begins
is bad.
If (1),(2), or (3) occurs then at statement 110,120, or 122 CARRY is set to 0,
a message is written on tapes I and 10 if DMPNUM DLIMIT, and the system
2
proceeds to statement 200.
If (1),(2),(3) do not occur, but the pru is the first pru for a long PFC
entry, then at statement 100 CARRY is set to 1, and a comment is made on
Thereupon, at statement 20 the name, cycle
tapes I and 10 if DMPNUM! DLIMIT.
Then the system
number, ID, and creation date of the file are obtained.
Otherwise, if the pru is not the first pru of a long
arrives at statement 22.
PFC entry, then at the statement immediately following statement 13 REPORT
checks if NWDS <I+63; i.e., REPORT checks if the pru obtained in the second

1

If DMPNUM

DLIMIT then DMPNUM is also the number of dumps

that have

2

already been written on tape I by REPORT.
The section of coding beginning at statement 100 and ending at the statement immediately preceding statement 200 is where all comments appearing
in the prefaces of the dumps and in the copies of the prefaces are written.
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reading of the PFC is short. It should not be short since case (1) is not
involved here. However, if it is short then at statement 300 SIG becomes
nonzero and the abort sequence of coding is entered. Otherwise, if it is
not short, then the verification of the data in the PFC is finished for the
moment and it is next checked if the pru is the beginning pru of a PFC entry.
If it is the beginning pru then CARRY is set to 0 and at statement 20 the
name, cycle number, ID, and creation date of the file are obtained. However, if it is not the beginning pru then it must be a continuation pru for
a long entry (prus not being used were ignored by RBTCHK). In this case, at
statement 30 the value of CARRY is checked. Normally CARRY should be 1. If
this is the case then we already have the name, cycle number, ID, and
creation date for the file and the system proceeds to statement 22. Otherwise, if CARRY= 0 then the variable ID is set to 0 and again the system
proceeds to statement 22. However, in this case the resetting of the variable
ID indicates that the background information for the file is either not available or has already been given. It is not clear to the author whether this
case can actually occur. However, to be on the safe side (and to protect ourselves in the evntuality that RBTCHK or REPORT is later modified) the situation is provided for by this coding.
At statement 22 REPORT begins its search for conflicts. First it checks if
the pru under consideration is referenced in the CONPRU array. If the pru is
not referenced then the system is instructed to go to statement 23. Otherwise,
if the pru is referenced then there may be RB's in the pru that are in conflict
for which no tape 2 messages were issued by RBTCHK. [At the time these RB's
were first encountered, it was not known that they were also being used elsewhere.I For each such RB, an entry ORD1 ,RBj, n,WD ,...,WD exists in the CON array
where (ORDI,RB,) is the disk address of the RB and SHIFA(PRU,6) =WD,. The
GETCON routine is called for examining and reporting on the RB's in conflict
for which there are no tape 2 messages. This routine is described in detail in
the next section. After GETCON terminates, if SIG has been set to a nonzero
value by GETCON then the system proceeds to statement 310, where the abort
= 0
then the value of T is increased
sequence of coding begins. Otherwise, if SIG
by I and the system arrives at statement 23.
Statement 23 begins an inner loop. Each time that a pass is made through the
loop a different tape 2 message for the pru under consideration is processed.
The operation of the loop is quite simple. At statement 23 it is first checked
if the next tape 2 message to be processed refers to the pru. If not, then
the sytem exits from the loop and proceeds to statement 40. Otherwise, depending on whether the message refers to
(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)

1

a bad RBR ordinal in the RB chain for the file,
a nonexistent RB,
an RB in conflict, or
an error concerning the length of the RB chain

If (i) occurs then at statement 110 it is similarly checked if NWDS !I+63.
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the system is instructed to go to statement 160,162,130,or 170. If (1),(2), or
(4) occurs then CARRY is first set to 0. Thereupon, if DMPNUM<DLIMIT then
messages are issued to tapes I and 10 and the system proceeds to statement 200.
However, if DMPNUM>DLIMIT ther. REPORT is finished with the pru. In this case,
not only is the pass through the inner loop complete, but also the pass through
the outer loop. The system now returns to statement 5 to begin the next pass
through the outer loop.
If (3) occurs then at statement 130 W is assigned the value:
4
W

{

if the conflict involves a flawed RB

PFD
if the conflict is with the RB chain for the
10 if the conflict is with the RB chain for the PFC
2

0otherwise

If W = , which should never occur, then at statement 302 SIG becomes nonzero
and the abort sequence of coding begins. However, if W is 4, 2, or I then at
statement 140 or 150 comments are first written on tapes I and 10 (whenever
DMPNUM!DLIMIT) and a new tape 2 message is read. Then the system returns to
=
statement 23 to begin the next pass through the inner loop. Otherwise, if W 0
then the NTRYCON routine is called. NTRYCON is the routine that provides background information to tape 3. Its definition
SUBROUTINE NTRYCON(WD, RB,ORD)
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z)
COMMON/TVAR/IBUFFI (260),PRUO,P,DLIMIT
COMMON/RPRT/DMPNUM, FNAME (4),CYCLE, DATE, ID
WRITE(3) WD,DMPNUM,FNAME,CYCLE,DATE,ID
IF (DMPNUM. GT.DLIMIT) RETURN

10

WORD=WD. AND. 77B
WRITE(1,i0) RB,ORD,WORD
WRITE(10, 10) RB,ORD,WORD
FORMAT(*OWE HAVE A CONFLICT INVOLVING RB *,04,* OF RBR ORDINAL *,
X02,*. THIS RB IS*/* REFERENCED IN WORD *,02,*.*)
RETURN
END

requires no comment. After this subroutine ends, a new tape 2 message is read
and the system returns to statement 23.
Statement 40 begins the section that prepares for the next pass through the
(outer) loop. This section can only be entered at statements 40 and 41. It is
entered at statement 40 only if there were no errors other than conflicts in
the current pru. Otherwise, the system enters at statement 41 after a dump for
the pru has been issued and the system is finished with the pru. At statement
40 it is first checked if DMPNUM DLIMIT. If this is the case then the system
proceeds to statement 200, where a dump is to be written. [Later the system
may re-enter this section at statement 41.1 Otherwise, if DMPNUM>DLIMIT then
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the value of the variable PRU is increased by I and GETPRU(PRU,I) obtains the
next pru in the PFC. Then the system arrives at statement 41.
When statement 41 is reached, one of the following situations exists. First,
the pru just examined and reported on may have contained a full PFC entry. If
this is the case, then CARRY = 0 and the system is finished with the pru. Otherwise, if the pru contained a portion of a long PFC entry, then CARRY may have
the value 0 or I. If CARRY= 0 then the pru contained an error that left in
doubt the validity of or the handling of the remainder of its data. Thus the
system had no choice but to assume that the prus in the PFC immediately following this pru contained information not necessarily for this PFC entry, but for
a different entry. However, if CARRY= I then the question remaining to be considered is whether the next pru to be reported on involves the current PFC
entry or a different PFC entry. This question must now be answered.
At statement 41 it is assumed that the pru under consideration is the first pru
following the pru just reported on, and that the next tape 2 message to be processed has already been read. First it is checked if CARRY= 0. If this is the
case, then the current pass through the loop is complete and the system returns
to statement 10. Otherwise, if CARRY = 1 and the next tape 2 message is the terminal message, then REPORT ends. However, if CARRY=1 and he message is not
the terminal message, then the ystem arrives at statement 42.
At statement 42 an inner loop is entered.
Lach time that a pass is made through
this loop a different pru following the pru just reported on is checked. The
prus are taken in sequence. At statement 42 it is first checked if the current
pru under consideration is to be examined and reported on. If so, then the
system exits from the inner loop, returniig to statement 10 to begin the next
pass through the outer loop. Otherwise, if the current pru is not to be reported on, then it is next checked if the pru is short.
If it is short, then CARRY
is set to 0 and the system proceeds to statement 10. Otherwise, at the statement following statement 43 it is checked if the pru is the beginning pru for
a new PFC entry. If it is the beginning pru, then agdin CARRY is set to 0 and
the system returns to statement 10. Otherwise, if it is not a beginning pru,
then at statement 44 the value of the variable PRU is increased by I and
GETPRU(PRU,I) obtains the next pru in the PFC. Thereupon, the system returns
to statemernt 42 to begin the next pass through the inner loop.

Writing Dumps
Statement 200 begins the section for writing dumps. When this section is
entered, it is assumed that all comments and/or complaints regarding the pru
being reported on have been issued.
The task now at hand is to provide a
dump that contains this pru and its neighboring prus.
It is required that the
P prus immediately preceding and the Q prus immediately following this pru be
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printed, if it is possible to do so. As noted earlier, P and Q may be arbitrarily set by the user, the only restriction being that P 2 and Q t2. The
default values given at the beginning of REPORT are P= 2 and Q= 2.
At statement 200 it is first checked if the pru under consideration is the
final pru of the PFC. If it is the final pru then the system proceeds to
statement 202. Otherwise, if it is not the final pru, then the values of PRU
and P are increased by 1, GETPRU(PRU,I) obtains the next pru in the PFC, and
the system arrives at statement 202. Now let us stop and reflect on what has
just been done. If the pru is not the final pru, then it must be noted that
the value of the parameter P has been modified. If the initial value of P was
p, then IBUFFI may now hold the pru being reported on, as well as p previous
prus. Thus IBUFFI may contain a maximum of p +1 prus. Also, the variables PRU
and I now refer to the pru immediately following the pru being reported on.
After finishing with these prus, the variable P will have to be reset to its
initial value p. The reader may breathe a sigh of relief, however. For it is
only here that a (p+ 1)-st pru may be inserted into IBUFF1. In this case,
because of the increase in the value of P, no information is lost in the
insertion process. The queue IBUFFI is momentarily treated as a stack.
Now to return from our detour, at statement 202 a line which separates the
preface from the dump is written on tape 1, IRB is defined to be the number of
the RB in the PFC that we currently are in, and K is assigned the value 0 or 1
depending on whether or not disk addresses are to be given for the initial
prus in the dump. Then PO and J are assigned the values
P0 = 0
J = I - 64 * P

and it is checked if Je l. If this is the case, then IBUFFI is not needed and
the system proceeds to statement 220. Otherwise, if J <1, then it is next
checked if the current pru is one of the first P- 1 prus of the PFC. If not,
then the system proceeds to statement 210. Otherwise, if it is one of the
beginning P- I prus, then only the prus that have been read can be printed. In
this case, for convenience, only the prus in IBUFF are printed. PO is assigned
the value
PO

=

1+ (I - 1)/64

and the system proceeds to statement 221. This case can never occur if P is
less than or equal to the number of prus containing the RB chain for the PFC.
However, if the user redefines P to be greater than the number of prus containing the RB chain for the PFC, then the policy of printing only data in IBUFF
may not be satisfactory. For then, if an EOR or EOF mark is being reported on,
information that should be printed will not be printed.
Statement 210 begins the section for printing the prus in IBUJFFI. First IPRU
and P0 are assigned the values:
PFCMRK and PFCRBS are defined by RBSET. For further information see pages 10
and 12.
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IPRU = the number of the pru that precedes the first pru to be printed
PO= the number of prus in IBUFFI to be printed
Then a DO loop is entered. Each time that a pass is made through the loop a
different pru in IBUFFI is written on tape 1. The prus are taken in sequence.
At the beginning of a pass J has the value:
J= the index of the word in IBUFFI that begins the entry of the pru to
be printed next
First N is assigned to be the number of words in the pru and ICODE is set
according to the format prescribed on page 17. Then the pru is written on tape
I by the PRTPRU routine and the value of J is decreased by 65. This completes
the pass through the loop. After the loop terminates, J is set to I and the
system arrives at statement 220.
Statement 220 begins the section for writing the prus in IBUFF.

After state-

ment 221 has executed, IPRU and PO have the values:
IPRU = the number of the pru that precedes the first pru to be printed
P0 = the number of prus in IBUFF (up to and including the current pru)
that are to be printed

Then a DO loop is entered that writes the PO prus on tape 1. After this writing
is finished then the value of P is decreased by 1, and the routine terminates
if the pru being reported on is the final pru of the PFC. Otherwise, if the pru
is not the final pru, then all the prus up to and including the first pru
following the pru being reported on have been written and P has been reset to
its initial value. Now the queue IBUFFI has again its original size, and the
remaining Q- 1 prus that follow the pru being reported on must be printed, if
it is possible to do so.

At statement 230 the next tape 2 message to be pro--

cessed is obtained, and then the system proceeds to statement 240. (Currently,
the READ statement following statement 230 can be encountered only once.)4
The loop beginning at statement 240 is similar to the loop beginning at statement 42.
Both loops prepare for the next pass through the outer loop. However,
in the loop beginning at statement 240 a dump is still being written. At the
beginning of a pass through this loop, it is first checked if the current pru
is to be examined and reported on.
(This pru has already been printed.)
If so,
then the system exits from the DO loop, preceding to statement 250. Otherwise,
if the pru is not to be reported on, then it is next checked if the pru is
short. If it is short, then CARRY is set to 0 and the system proceeds to statement 242. Otherwise, if it is not short, then at statement 241 it is first
checked if CARRY=0. If this is the case, then the system proceeds to statement
242. Otherwise, if CARRY #0 then it is next checked if the pru is the beginning
pru for a new PFC entry. If not, then the system proceeds to statement 242.
Otherwise, if it is the beginning pru, then CARRY is set to 0 and the system
arrives at statement 242. At statement 242 the NXTPRU routine is called.
NXTPRU(PRU,I,IND) obtains the next pru in the PFC and writes it on tape i. Its
definition
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SUBROUTINE NXTPRU(PRU,I,IND)
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z)
COMMON/IFET/IBUFF(2049),RTCODE,NWDS,LEVEL,FILE
COMMON/CHNVAR/PFDMRK,PFDRBS,PFDCHN(64),PFCMRK,PFCRBS,PFCCHN(320),
MARK(3)
X
PRU=PRU+l
CALL GETPRU(PRUI)

IRB=I+PRU/56
K=PFCMRK
IF (IRB.GT.PFCRBS) K=I
CALL PRTPRU(I,PRU,IBUFF(I),NWDS,RTCODE,K,IND)
RETURN
END
requires no comment. After NXTPRU finishes, it is checked if the new pru is the
final pru of the PFC. If it is the final pru, then REPORT terminates. Otherwise,
if it is not the final pru, then the system arrives at statement 243, which
terminates the pass through the DO loop.
After leaving the DO loop, the system arrives at either statement 250 or the
statement immediately following statement 243. If it arrives at the statement
immediately following statement 243, then the Q prus following the pru being
reported on have been printed and the system proceeds to statement 41, to continue the preparation for the next pass through the outer loop. Otherwise, if
the system arrives at statement 250, then not all the Q prus following the pru
being reported on can be included in the dump. The prus not included, however,
can appear in the next dump. A comment to this effect is made on tape i. This
comment terminates the dump and the system proceeds to statement 10 to begin the
next pass through the outer loop.

The Abort Section
Statement 310 begins the abort sequence of coding. Whenever SIG becomes nonzero,
this section is entered. The action then taken is quite simple. First, messages
are written on the output file and on tapes I and 10. Next, a list of the EOR,
EOF, and EOI marks found by RBTCHK is provided by the loop beginning at statement 330. Then, at statement 340, the current values of SIG, I, and PRU0 are
printed and the routine terminates. The list of EOR, EOF, and EOI marks may be
of aid in determining if there is an error in the count of the prus. However,
if there is no such error, then it is not clear what information should be given.
The point to keep in mind is that REPORT does not continually monitor its progress. It only checks periodically for those few situations that it knows are
absolutely fatal. Thus if an error does occur, then a considerable amount of time
can elapse before the error is detected.
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SUBROUTINE GETCON(IO,PRUNUM,SIG)
Let PRUNUM be the number of a pru in the PFC that is currently in IBUFF. Also
let 10 be the index of the word in IBUFF that begins this pru. Then the GETCON
routine examines this pru for all the RB's in conflict for which there are no
tape 2 messages. (At the time these RB's were first encountered, it was not
known that they were being used elsewhere.) For each such RB, a conflict entry
ORD,RB,n,WD I ,...,WD, exists in the CON array where (ORD,RB) is the disk address
of the RB and SI[IFT(PRUNUM,6)= WD.
Whenever GETCON finds such an RB, the RB
is reported on and WD I is modified to contain the number of the word in the pru
that first references this disk RB. The variable SIG serves the same purpose in.
this routine that it serves in REPORT.
The coding is quite simple. Statement 10 begins the outermost loop of the routine. Each time that a pass is made through the loop a different conflict entry
in CON is examined. The entries are taken in sequence. At the beginning of a
pass J has the value:
J=the index of the word in CON that follows the entry just examined
It is first checked if CON(J) begins a new entry. If not, then GETCON terminates. Otherwise, if it does begin a new entry, then it is next checked if
SHIFT(PRN1UM,6) = CON(J+3). If this is not the case, then at statement 11 J is
updated and the sytem returns to statement 10, to begin the next pass through
the outermost loop. Otherwise, at statement 20 I,WD,MAX are assigned the
values:
MAX= the number of word pairs of the RB chain in pru PRUNUM
I = the index of the word in IBUFF where the RB chain begins
WD = the number of the word of the pru where the RB chain begins
Then the system proceeds to statement 100.
The DO loop beginning at statement 100 examines the word pairs of the RB chain
that are in the pru. One of these word pairs must contain the RB in conflict
that is referenced by the current conflict entry. However, if no word pair is
found that contains the RB, then at statement 132 SIG is set to I and the routine terminates. The structure of the DO loop requires little comment, being the
same as the structure of the corresponding loops in RBSET and RBTCHK. First the
link of the word pair, the RBR ordinal ORD of the RB's referenced by the word
pair, and the index IND of the first byte that references an RB are obtained.
If the ordinal ORD is not the same as the ordinal CON(J) of the current conflict
entry, then the system is finished with the word pair. Otherwise, if ORD=CON(J)
then in the innermost loop beginning at statment 121 the RB bytes are checked.
If no byte is found that contains the disk RB number CON(J+ 1) of the current
conflict entry, then again the system is finished with the word pair. Otherwise,

j

if a byte is found that contains the disk RB number CON(J +1),

then CON(J +3)

is modified to contain the number of the word in the pru that contains this
byte. Also NTRYCON' is called to report on the conflict, and then the system

See page 33.
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returns to statement 11 to finish this pass through the outermost loop.
Note The variables I,WD,MAX sho 4 ld not have been defined in the outermost loop.
Instead, for efficiency, the variables should have been defined at the beginning
of the routine.
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SUBROUTINE CONTBL
After REPORT has ended, the PFC is closed by PFRETRN, an entry consisting
entirely of zeros is written on tape 3, and tape 3 is rewound. Then the
CONTBL routine is called. This routine and its subroutine PRTDATA print a
table which cross references the conflicts not involving flawed RB's or RB's
in the RB chains for the PFD and PFC. After CONTBL ends, tapes 10 and I are
printed and the main program terminates.
The CON array contains the cross tabulation in abbreviated form. Statement
10 begins the major loop of the routine. Each time that a pass is made
through the loop a different conflict entry ORD,RB,n,WD,.WD, is reported
on. The entries are taken in sequence. After all the entries have been processed, then the routine ends.
The PRTDATA routine is called by CONTBL to print background information on
each of the words WD, in the conflict entries. Included in this information
is the name of the file that contains the word, the cycle number, ID, and
creation date of the file, and the number of the dump which contains the
word. When PRTDATA(WD,) is called, tape 3 is searched for an entry written
by the NTRYCON routine that references word WD,. If an entry is found then
the information provided by the entry is printed. If the ID of the entry is
0, then this indicates that only the number of the dump that contains this
word is available. 1
The coding of PRTDATA is fairly straightforward, requiring only the use of
the IBLANK function 2 and the GETDATE routine. GETDATE has the definition:
SUBROUTINE GETDATE(LP,N,M,D)
INTEGER D

C

THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE MONTH (M) AND THE DAY (D) OF THE MONTH

C
C

FOR THE N-TH DAY OF THE YEAR. (IF THE YEAR IS A LEAP YEAR THEN N
CAN HAVE ANY OF THE VALUES 1,2,...,366.)

C

LP=l IF THE YEAR IS A LEAP YEAR. OTHERWISE LP=0.
M1I
D=N

IF (D.LE.(59+LP)) GO TO 11
M-3
D-D-59-LP

IF (D.LE.153) GO TO 10

D-D.153
10

:

M--8

K=(D-I)/61
M=M+2*K
D-D-61*K

1

See page 32.
See page 18.
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IF (D.LE.31) RETURN
M=M+I

D=D-31
RETURN

END
This coding may appear a bit enigmatical. However, if one realizes that the
last 10 months of the year divide evenly into 2 groups, each of which has 5
months containing 31,30,31,30,31 days respectively, then the coding should
begin to come into focus.
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APPENDIX A
LIST INGS

Z'/EPLAY( q3TO9,0O
POrPAM P'1TC (SYSTEM=0 ,OUTPUT,TAPEI,TAPE2,TAPE3,TAPE1OI
IMPLICIT iNTEGEP(A-Zi
COmM ~ONIFFr/IBUFF(2f.9),PTCOoE,NwODSLEVEL,FILE
COM40'4 PPRT! L(3232,8),AREA(3),ENTRYC3),NUMTBL
CiYMm0N/PRVA;/COJNT,4,dO,,IE R
'1),mflj/HVA/POrMPK<.PFDRBS,PFOCHN4(64) ,PFCMRK,PFGR8SP-C>IN(320)9
':NTFGE0

LINFT

14.

CC
c

RP CH-AIN/R3TC
9ATF

ANALYZER --DEC 1A75

VERFSION

1.0

ALFPF"" H. 'CRRISt JR.
C^DF --<7L4
.AVL SUr;)7.CF WEAPON~S CENTER
nAHL3;)EN, VIGINIA ?2449

Cl

C
C
C

C

TH-I" P;,ncr~Aw CHECKS THE r; CHAINS OF THE PFO AND PFC,
43 rXkMINES
THc -R 7 F JTcI~
NL'cT
THE I:
RB CHAINS) *IT
IS AS3U,4E-)
TH AT
(t) THEPT
I'
*4T Lf~iGc'c THAN 1170 (CECIMAL)
R33
IN LP-4(7TH,
C
3)TH:
LLl-T
J4
?INAL THAT MAY 3E USED BY TiE

C

ONr- Tl:f 14c MC F THAN ?4 OF THE POSSI3-S
A
A~f
RPIN', L5FF,
AY Cv
3 A
iAJ
jF: 3232 (DECIMAL) P93
P AC,-4 ;:1
f: lt AL,
AND
, - '
CNI-Y i3N
F9r
;?iAL FOR E ACH FPERMA'4lENT
THP~

(3)

C

I

C

~

C:n
C

(I

AT

ANY

4.1

C7 :1

~

FILF r'Fv/ICE7.

c
THIC

Ai ALY-cl

c

Tk-Af fU

C

A'COUT...O

C
C
C

C F 0S 17 F =

FT

T'

;7":

T-4F

V4LU%- c-j

FCCPE

THE

3.4.3

VA--IA !LFS

OrDERATING

SYSTEM.

NUIT,3L,MCOUNT,PFjSIZE-,PF'CSIE

PFCS17F=5
T-4ESF

VALUE-S

lAY

c9E CHANGCEr

FY

TH-E

USEP

IF

HE

WISHES.

USFIJ.

IT

CANNOT

C
NtJMTRL
C
C
C
C
C
C

IS

LAIcGFST

-)3

OPOINAL

EXCF:EO

33.

MCOIJNT IS THE t1MI~mU4 NUiMfEP OF PPCULA;:ITIES IN THE R3C ENTRIES
URTHF,
THAT WILL 'I: RFPCQTF'l ON1. MCOUNT CANNO0T EXCEED 4.000. ur
OETAIL'D CONCFRNING mOIiINT FEE THE COMMENTS AT THE BEG1~4NI43 OF T4F
r3TCH< ANn INFOCON PO'JTINES.)

C

PFDS17f-

=

TIE MAXIMUtM NUM93FR
lcO SHOULD TAKE

PFCSIZc

=

T4E MAXIVU

C
C

THE-

4

N'JM9EF

OF PRUS

OF

A-1

THAT

PRUS THAT

R8 CHAIN FJR

THE

THE R9 CHAIN FOR

TIE

THE

PFC SHOULD TAKE

C

C
C
C
C
c
C

THE JSF:? MAY ALSO
THE VALUES OF THE
THIS ROUTINE.

C
C
C
c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
C
C

CHANGE (AT THE 93EGINNING OF THE REPORT R)LJTIKE)
VARIABLES PQ,OLIMIT. FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEE

THE GETFILE POUTINE ',REATES THE PNT ENTRY FOR THE FILE REJE3TEO,
AND THE TEST ROUTINE CREATES THE FET THE FIRST TIME THAT IT IS
CALLED. THE PFRETRN ROUTINE ELIMINATES THE FNT AND FET E~tRIzS FOR
THIS FILE. THE FILE IS R[FEFENCED BY SETTING THE VARIA3L7 FILE.
FILF=O IF THE P79 IS THE FILE TO BE READ
FILE =1 IF THE : TC IS THE FILE TO BE READ
EACH T14C TEST IS CALLED, TEST READS A PORTION OF THE 7I-7
STCRFS
IT IP4 THF IP1JFF BLOC<, ANJD SETS THE VARIABLES RTCODE,Nset3SLEVEL.
?TCOr1E:1 IF AN FOR M"APK IS READ
DTC(flE=2 IF7 AN FOP MARK IS OF:AO
::TCrrM-E:3 IF AN F'JI PIAFK IS READ
CT-iFPWIE PTCO]E I' SET TO 0. ALSO
1W'=THE PNUMBER OF WCRDS qEAO INTO IBUFF
LFV'_L zTHc Lr7V-L NUMBrE;R OF THE RECORD
A
AT'J
Oc' 204A~ WO:1S IS
EAO. IF AN EOP, EOF, OR EDI 44R
IS
ENCOUJ4TE,-Fr,
THEMP
IN
TERMINATES.
IN THIS CASE NW-03 I
TAIE
qc" WO',7S -'FAD THAT PRECFEDE THE M1A:K.

P'J ITBL -3 q

PC 0111NT:' f-CCJl T

to
it

12

PPIPIT 10
FOP AT(W1COP4MEN7'E ... '/
FrINTI
11
FO'14ATf*GtJNLESS IT IS CLFAv TO T-4F CONARY,
YIN THE 01JTr)UT*)
?PINT 12
FOP'lAT(* CAkl BE ASFIJMEO) Tr) RE. IN OCTAL.")
CALL SFTUP(EF-QC4)
IF (FP:QC.NE.O)
STOP
CALL GcTFTLr
Wrt4099CR
CALL RSFT(PF9SIZE, 'PJMR'P,PFDPRS,PFVCHN(1))
CALL PPr-rT;N
IF (WO.EO.01 GO TO 300
Fl LF

*

1
A-2

ANY

NOMER

4AIEARING

CALL GETFILE
WD=2000008
CALL RRSET (PFCSIZE,PrCMFRKPFCRBS,PFCCHNUI)
GO TO 103
IF~ (WD.NF.0)
CALL PP*RFTRN

GO To
too

300

IER'RPFDIWP'iPFCMRK
WOZWl.4NC.17777?8
C"LL R'3TCHK
CALL PFRTRN
?COUNT=NCMIN T-MCOUNT
CALL

lF

zEF4APK ( 1H*******)

(TEP.EO.0)

CALL

GO TO III

91SPLA(4ZHNUMBER OF

EP;ORS THAT

ARE NOT CONFLICTS

,IERR)

POINlT I10,IEQR
I1o

FO0:MATI08JwBER

3F

cERROqS OETECTED THAT

ARE

NOT

CONFLI'T3 =*#149

GO TO 206
tit.
it?

200
201

-OUN0.)
CALL RFmAP<(48HNl FR:0RS (OlHE'9 THP01 POSS13LY CONFLICT31
PR'INT I1?
FOR4~AT(*ONO ERRORS (OTHER THAN POSSISLY CONFLICTS) F0U4D.-)

WRITE( 2920t)

IZFRO,IZER"O,IZERO,IZERO,IZERO

PO'OMAT(50,001
REWIrJ) 2
CALL INFCCON (MCOUNT)
FILF~1
CALL GET FILE
CALL RzEPOPT
CALL PF9ETPM~

lZEzPO,17EPO, IZEPO,IZEPOIZEROIZEROIZEP0,IZE

WPITEM3

REWINDl 3
CALL CONISL
300
302.
30?

PEWINO 10
REAC(1093J2) LTN'
FO='MAT(I3AI0,Ab,)

IF (F0PfI9).NE.0) GO TO 31D
PPI1T 302,LINE
rO TO 301
I1I
311

PFWrN9 I
PFA0(t,3P2) LINE
IF (FOF(t).N4F.0) STO-1
PRINT 30?,LINE

GO TO

511

A-3

),IZtRO

SU9POUTINE SETUP(ERRI

IMPLICIT

INTFGEP(A-ZI

COMMON R'iRTBL(3232,8IAREA(3),FNTRY(3),NUMTBL

INTPCTFR TABLF(258561,FLAw(31
EQUIVALF CE (RBRTBL(1 ,i) ,TABLE (1))
CC0'MO/'PO?/MO:;O(49) ,NO';C(40)
INTE(EP- LFST(64),LA',EL(128)
C
C

LF2T

=TkrE

N'W TH

C
C
*C

LIST
AH?

OF TST I)POINALS FOR THE PERMANENT FILE OEWI-ES
TUPNEJ- ON
tJM3EP OF' PERMANFNT FILE DEVICES THAT ARE TURN7E) ON

THAT

THEI LAPEL APPAY CONTAINS THE LAB3EL FOR THE PERMANENT FILE 3EVICE.
THE "3 -31TS IN THE L43EL HAVE eEEN REARQANGED SO THAT rHE( A'PEAP
CONSFCuT:VFLY IN WORJS 11-64 OF THE ARPAY. IT IS ASSUN:71 rIAr
THEPRF IS ONLY ONE P- OPOIhAL FO EACH PERIANENT FILE )EJI:E.
T
Ac~E-A~1) =7777776OOOOO0 OGOCSB
AFEA(?)=000000177777740000008
Ac A (3) =1)00009000000937777779
FLAW (11)
000 000 0000000 00 00
FLAW C?) =GOOOOJO4rIOOOOJOOOOC3
FLAW( 3)=000 000 00 0000 10 0fl0C3
00 10

2

10

IIzt,25856

TABLF(II)=0
00O
11 =l,94

N I

CALL DF%(
IP
I

qJJ.1L7 ST)

(',JI.-L c. -)
(1 '4..T.?1()

T

GO

r,

Tr

t I3L L (1 1)

T

119

T1 103

-U 4

A1C). 771~

1?n

TLT'

*+
0

+~

IF

(MAV%.,7T.3? 12

5

TJ
A-4

30

31

32

W=LABELII)
DO 31 JJ=i,50
W=SHIFT (W,I)
IF ((W.ANIJ.j).NF.O) RBRTBL(,3N)FLAW().OR.RBRTBL(RB,J)
IF (P9.EO.IAX) GO TO 32
RB:'B+i
I=1+i
GO TO 30
CONTINUE
RE TURN
ERROR PROCESSOR

C
t0n
101

10'

103
104

PRINT 101
FO~'mAT(5H0*w**,*THE J09 WAS A8ORTED BEFORE PROCESSING EVE'J BEGAN.
)
XTHE PFASCN FOR T-IIS ABORT WAS ...
PRINT 102
F3R!,AT(*0N0 PERMANENT FILE CLVICES ARE IISTEO AS BEING 04~.0)
PFTUPN
POINT 101
PRI'lT 104
rRAT(fl2MO E THAN 24 PEPMA0ENT FILE DEVICES ARE LISTE) AS BEING
X N. ONLY ?4 ARE 0TERtITTEO*/* BY THIS VERSION OF THE ANA-y Z7R

0

PETUP
110
tit

r'INT 101
P7INlT 111,ERP,EST
(DFCIMAL) OCCURRED WHEN THE PP R)UrINr
FO0."T(*DFZROR *1129*
XAS :;EA,-ING THE 0FVI3F*/* HAVING EST ORDINAL *,02,-.-)

TAT w

R-FTUPN;

I1?
113

:IRINT 101
PZINT 113,KqcST
FIRMAT(*OONE OF THE PERMANENT FILE PACKS
IRECT FST O,'DINAL. THc CORRECT ORDINAL*/*

2G ::UINAL

120
121

TS

IS
IS

NOr MOUNTE] )9 TIE CjR
*,02,*. THr- 1~'43PECT

*,2**

PPIHIT 101
PRINT 121,03D
ORDINAL *,129* (DECIMAL) IS BEING USED. T17- -AREST R
FOMAT(*01Otl
IBP OODINAL THAT IS PcRMITTEr[*/* BY THIS VERSION OF THE AN41LYZER? 1S
? 39.*)
RE TUON

130

131

132

PPINT 101
PRINT 131vEST
F0:mATEf0NO USABLE
X( OQIINAL *,O?**.*)
E R=: I
RE T URN
PINT 101A-

R4S

AR E

CN THE

PERPANENT

FILE DEV'C

-4k.JI4JC, ES:-T

133

P: I'.
133,ESA
Fl;'AT(*0OMOF THAN 3?32 (DECIMAL) 93S ARE GIVEN FOR TH7E 'ERM4NENT
THIS IS NOT ')ER4TrE) 3Y
1ILPi flJICE HAVING ET OPOINAL *,02,*.-1
?THT:Z VciPSIDN OF THE ANALYZER.*)
PE TJDN

A- 6

SUBROUTINE RBSET{CHSIZENUMDSKRBSCHAIN)
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Zi
COMMON/IFET/IBUFF(?O't)tRTCODENWOS,LEVELFILE
COMMON RBRTBL(3232,81,AREAI3hENTRY(3),NUMTBL
COMMON/RBVAR/MCOUNT,WDIIERR
COMMON/RBRORD/MORD(431,NORO(40)
COMMON/CiNVAR/PFOMRKPFDRBSPFDCHN64),PFCNRK.PFCRBSP-.;4N(320),
X
MARK(3)
INTEGER CHAIN(})
C
C

IN THIS OOUTINE IBUFF CONTAINS THE BEGINNING PRUS OF T4E *PD OR
PFC. THE Rl CHAIN FOP THF PFD OR PFC IS STORED IN THESE >RJt,

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

THIS ROUTINE EXAMINES THE RE CHAIN. IF ANY EOR OR EOF 41AR(S ARE
FOUND TO PRECEDE TH7 RB CHAIN, THE ERROR IS REPORTED A4
&NA.YSIS
IS CONTIUED. IF ANY OTHER ERRORS ARE DETECTED, THEN AAi.YSIS IS
TERMINATFO AND A DUMP OF THE RB CHAIN IS GIVEN. IN THIS ;SE WD
IS SET TO 0, WHICH IN)ICATES TO THE MAIN PROGRAM TO TERMI4aTE
THE JOB. IF NO OTHER ERRORS ARE DETECTED, THE ROUTINE ST31ES THE
PB CHAIN FOR THE PFO IN THE ARQAY PFOCHN ANO THE RB CHI14 FOR THE
PFC IN THE ARRAY PFCCHN.

C
C
C
C

PFOHRK = THE NUMBER OF EOR AND/OP EOF MARKS PRECEUING fHE
CHAIN FOR THE PFD
PFCMRK = THE NUMBER OF EOR AND/OR EOF MARKS PRECEDING rHE
CHAIN FOR THE PFC

C
C

PFORRS = THE
PFCZBS = THE

C
C

UNLESS AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED, PFDMRK AND PFCMRK SHOULD B3TH
THE VALUE 0.

C
C

CHSIZE = THE NUMBER OF PRUS IN THE PFO OR
FOR STORING THE RB CHAIN FOR THE

C
C
C

WO

C
C
C

HERE IT IS ASSUMED THAT NEITHER THE PFC NOR THE PFC HA3 k4 RB
CHAIN THAT CONTAINS MORE THAN 24*16 WORDS. MU=400000B IF THE PFD
IS rlEING READ AND MU=2OrOOOB IF THE PFC IS BEING READ.

C

R8RTBL

NUMBER OF DISK R8S
NUMBER OF DISK RBS

ARE DEFINED

IN

I=1
NUM=O
DSKP3S=9

=I

CALL
to

IF
IF

TEST

(NWr)S.GT.0) GO TO 20
(RTCODE.EQ.31 GO TO 250

WO=WO+6.
NUM=NUM1
1
IF (NUM.EO.50) GO TO 252
CALL TEST
GO TO 10

A-7

RB

IN THE RB CHAIN FOR THE P)O
IN THE RB CHAIN FOR THE 27
4AVE

PFC THAT ARE RElUIRED
PFD OR PFC

= MU + TIE NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE PFO OR PFC THAT HVE
POCESSFO
I = THE INDEX OF THE WORD IN IBUFF TO BE EXAMINED NEXT

AND NUMTBL

RB

THE ROUTINE RBTCHK.

3EEN

I

20
21

IF (NUM.EQ.01 GO TO 100
K=SHIFT(WOt-17) +3
PRINT 219KvNUt4vK
FORMAT(*OTHE RB CHAIN FOR THE PF~,Rii* IS PRECEDED BY '.)2,' EOR AI
IND/OR EOF MARKS. THEw/f ERROR MUST BE CORRECTED* ANALYSIS WAS CONT
2INUED AFTER THIS ERROR WAS*/* DETECTED. HOWEVER, BECAUSE OF THE ER
3POR NO DISK ADDRESSES ARE GIVEN*/* FOR THE WORDS IN THE Pcq;t
4*.4)

C

EXAMINING TH4F RB CHAIN

FOR THE RFD OR THE RBTC

100

MAXWPR=32*CHSIZE
DO 131 1I1i,HAXWPR
IF (I.GE.NWDS)
GO TO 240
LIN'(=I3UFF(I) .AND.77710000000000000000B
W=SHIFT(IBUFF(I) ,241
INO=W.AND.7

O90=W.ANr'.7770B
OPO=SHIFT(OR0,-3)
IF (ORD.GT.NL'MTBL)

GO

TO 200

M=HOQDO(DO+i)
N=NOPD(OzD+1)
IF
C

(N.FEO.0)

HERE

GO TO

200

M=1,293 ANDN,2.,8

IF (IND.EQ.0) GO TO 110
IF (IND.Frh3) GO TO 120
CALL AODZSS(WO,K1 ,NUM-V3,PRU1WI)
lo1

FP;HT(T101,IBUFFIYTINDFFICATO
(aITS 36-38 OF THE FIRST
XHE R[? CHAIN*/* WORD -AiR 4 ,2022,IS NOT a OR 3,-)

OORD)

OF

PRINT t02,IN,NUm1RR,0 RU,W1 ,K1
to?

110

III

FO.-AT(w 3UT -,01,*. THIS WORD PAIR BEGINS AT RB *,O.,#
X- WORD *,02,* OF THE RB CHAIN-/* FOR THE PF*,Ri,*.-)
IF (IN7)-3) 111,111,112
K=1
IN0=5
GO TO 1?1
K=I
W=SHIFT (W ,IN I''2)

GO TO 121
Wfl=W,+t,
W=JSHIT(TRUFF(I),(TN0-3)*I22)

GO TO 121
120

121

K=2

FNR()W)A-8

'?U

*902*

T

FNT0Yf?)=SH~IFT(ENTRY(3)q201
ENT--Y(1J :SHIFT(ENTPY (2) ,20)
flO 122 J=IN),7
01=W. AIJO. 7777
IF (P 3.EO. 0) GO TO (123,130J),K
IF (P9.CT.3232) GO TO 202
IN O=A-'FA.ANO.QRRTL(RnN)
IF tPJFO.MF.0) GO TO 210
DSK;IS=K3SKRBBS+l

12?

;?TILIE N1)=ENTY(M) .OR.ReRTi3L(RBNI
IN =3J

123

!=I+i

13n

IF

(LII)K.F12.0)

GO TrO 140

GO TC 247
HI(iILIF(<

141

T
WC
=Wr)+4-WI

19'

t

( (I.GST. A)S

. N.

TCOflF EO.3)

ClA IN FD';

-' T(1;:'
FO*
Jz I

GO TO 260

T HE PFP

151CALPTPJJWItF(1),NwES,r(TCODE,lINO)
M

C0) TO

1;

(J.LT.I)

IF

(1.LE.lw2S)

151

c iTIIRN

CALL TEST
;ETIJN

K

E,

C
20 )

201

CALL A00O-SS(WD9KvNl)M-3,PRU,W)
PpjINT 201 ,NimRB,PU,4,K

FJRMAT(41TIE
XE '3C4AI
(O TO ?06

102

CALL A00O;(
P;RINT

70,1
?0c
107

DROCF5EO

Rq9 ORM)NAL IN RR *t049*

C(R

IS

THE 0P*,R'j/*

PP.J

*902,*

WORDl *to2tw

OF TH

9A.*)

WO, <,NlIM?3, PreU,W)

?03,-R,JMPr,PRU,W,K

rORAT(*iTHE VALUE 090490 IN RR1 4,04,* PRU *9O2#* WORD~ *,)?,*
Y~rD3 CHAIN FOP THF '>F*,Pl/* IS BAD.*)
PRINIT 207
FO- 1ATt0GTHF ERPOR 4tST 9C CORRECTED. ANALYSIS WAS TERlI44rE3
A-9

OF T

WHEN

7

208
209

X THIS ERROR*/* WAS OFTECTED.*)
IF ((NUM.NE.0).OR.(NUMRB.GT.SKRBS') GO TO 300
CALL OSKAOD(NUMRR,IBUFF(11 ,ORDRB)
PRINT 209,NUMRB,XtRB,ORD
FORMAT('OTHE DISK ADORESS OF RB *904,' OF THE R8 CHAIN F3R TiE PF4
X,RI,f IS RS *,04,' OF*/* RBR ORDINAL *,02,*.*)
GO TO 300

210

CALL ADDRSS(WD,K*NUMR3,PRU,W)
INFO=SHI FT(I NFO ,20'M)

PRINT 2119,PRORO
211

?12

213

220

?21

,1

22?

FOPMAT('1W7 HAVE A FATAL CCNFLICT INVOLVING RB ',04,*
JF R3R
XAL *,02,'. THIS qB*)
IF (SHIFTQ(NFO, -18) *
*
) CC TO 220
PRINT 2121NUMRB,PRU
FORMAT(* IS FLAWFED (AND HENCE NOT USABLE) , BUT IS REFEE4;:E)
X *904,* PRO ',02)
PRINT 213tW,K
FORMAT(* WOPD *,029- OF THE RB CHAIN FOR THE PF,R,'.*)
GO TO 206

CALL ADDr-SS(INFO9KlqNUMQR1,PRU1lW1)
IF (K.EQ.KI)
GO TO 230
PRINT ?21,NUMRF31,PRUl ,WI
FOR4AT(* IS PEFERENzO IN RE *,04,* PRU *,02,* WORD ',32,*
CHAIN FnR THE Pr0'1
XR
PRINT 222qNJMRB3,0RUq
FORMAT(* AND IN R3 *904,* PRU *902,' WORD '.02,* OF THE RB
YOR THE RBTC.')
PRINT 207

IF ((PFDMRK.NE.0) .OR. (NUMRPl.GT.PFORBS) ) GO

OROIN

IN

Or

R3

THE

CHAIN F

TO 208

CALL OSKAO)(NUMRBi,PF]CHN(l) ,OR0,R8)
PFPINT 209vNJMRB1 ,KI ,08,OPO
GO TO 208

'3)

231

PRINT ?31,NJMR81,PRUt,W1,NUMRPPUWK
FOR4AT(* IS REFEWENCED IN
6 '.04,'
PRU *,02,'
WORD '03?,' A40 RB
1',04,' DRU '.02,' WORD '02,' OF-/* THE RB CHAIN FOR Tic 3P',R1,

?3'

PRINT 207
V7 ((NIM.NE.0).O'?.(14J9RB.GT.OSKRRS)) GO TO 300
CALL DSKADD(NUMP31,I3UFF(l) ,ORO,RB)
PRINT 232 ,NUMR3I , RP, R0
FORMAT('OTHE DIl;< ADDRESS nFl R8 ',04,* IS RB *,04,* OF
X *,02,*, AND THE*)
CALL DSKAOD(NUMR43,IDUFF(fl),CRD,R9)
PQjtlT 233 ,NJMR3,q,0O
rOQMAT(' DISK A0n'RFSS CF RR '.04,' IS RB '.04,' OF RRR

233

yo? , *.

GO

To

(-ALL

*)

300

A'l);-5

(Wfl,K,NlJM 13,PrU,W)

A-10

R3R

ODOINAL

OINAL

'

241I

24i?
243

251
251

252
253

?6f)

?6t

PRINT ?41,MARK(RTCO0E) ,NUMRBPRUW,K
FORMAT(*1AN *,R3,- MARK OCCURS AT PB *,O49* PRU *902t* WM~ 40O2p
X* IN THE MIDDLE OF THE RB*/* CHAIN FOR THE PFgl**
GO TO 206
K=SHIFT(WD,-i7l+3
PRINT '?43,KCHSIZE
FORHAT(*lTHF RB CHAIN FOR THE PF*,Rlt* TAKES MORE THAN *02,
X* PPUS OF STORAGE.*)
PRINT ?07
GO TO 300
CALL Afl)RS3(W09KvNUMR3,PRUW)
PRINT 251vK9NUMR3tpRUsW
FORMAT(*iTHE R8 CHAI4J FOR THE PFR,
XAT R~i 409
PRU
,92/* WORC *92**
PRINT 207
RETURN
K=SHIFT(WO,-t?)+3
PRINT 253,K,NJH
FORMAT(*ITHE RS CHAIN
XN0/O9 FOF MAPKS.*)
PRINT ?Q7
w0=0
RE TUC N

IS PRECEDED BY AN FOI MARK

FOP THE PF*,Rl,- IS PRECEDED BY #,?,

1: I-NWSNJw lz CALL A0DO:SS(W0,K,NUH:)3,PRU,W)
Pc'INT ?51 ,K, NtJMR,PRJW
FORMAT(41THE R93 CHAIN FOP THE

PF*,Rl,*

ECO A

IS FOLLOWED By IN EI MARK

Go TO 206

I

C

PRINTINl, TH-- RB CHAIN

300

1=1
W= NUMH
N=CHNSI ZE+3
K=SHIFT(WIt-17) +3
WRITF(1,150) K

31(1

CALL ORTPRU(IWIBUFFC1),NW'JS,PTCOOE,1,1NO)
1=1+64
W=W+i

N=N-i
IF

(N.E3.D)

AND SEVERAL OF THE

PETIJ:?N

IF (IND.fCJ.rf
GO TO 310
IF (RTCOrE.EQ.3) RETUR~N
CALL TEST
6O TO 310

FOLLOWING NONZW

?PRUS

SUJB.RQ'JTI~ E AflopsS(mI
9P 'UoWORP
INTFG'E0
C
C

r

IS A 20
A wO0IN
MINcS TA4E
TH4E A')::)
THE WJcO

Rr~vP,WORD))

,IT POSITIVE INTEGER (PIGHT ADJUSTED) THAT R-F:-R;ENES
THV P3 CHAIN FOP THE RRTC OR PFD. THIS ROUTI"4E )ETEPADPRESS (R3PPUWORO) OF THIF WORD. I IS SET TO 3 1IS IN THE R3 CHAIN FOP THE PFC, AN4D I IS SET TO 4 IF
IS IN THE R1 CHAIN,' FOR THE 0FO.

I=SP-CFT(M,-17)+3
WOR9=M.V1. 7713
P;U=- HIFT(Mg-5).ANC.1777R

~

S+1

2NTGE

SUB:ROJTPIF DcKADDNUqB,CHAIN,ORD),RB)
I ITHRROC O
0HAI Z:ZZ
0

CH4AIN = THE
C

109

-q1rHAIN FOR THE RPTC OR PFO

INS T-- QPOKOINAL
Tr--L'39TNE
TF FPR1 ZFFZENC-7)PYTHE
(P1)

w=',HTFT(CHA~i(I) ,24)
Ot?0=W.ANrl.777O03
0- ')=SHIFT (O:?D,-3)
IF (INr.F0.3) GO TO

1in

i10

K=1
GO TO

121

11 WSHIFT(W,1N012)
I N 0= 1 N + 5

GO TO 121

GO TO 121

L

120

K=2
1-1+1

12t

J=TND
D ?2

PF

9
I1).7777
W=SHIFT (U,1?)

O

13,30

AND THE
(ORO)
NUtI5ER NUMFB.

OrSK R3

4Jqf:-R

122

130

NUM=NUM+ I
IF (NUH.EO.NUMR'3) RETURN
CONTINJE
IN=3
GO TO (i?0,i30)9<

I=I+1
GO TO
EN3

100

A-13

SUB3ROUTINE PRTPRU(I,PRUMEMNUMWDS, ICODEKINDI
IMPLICIT INrEGER(A-Z)
2
CO;IMON/CHNVAP/PFMRK,PFDRBS,PFOCHN(64),PFCMRK,PFCRBSP-C;4N(S 0),
MARK(3)
x
DIMENSION MEM(i)
C
C
C
C

A PRtJ IN THE ARRAY Mc'M IS TO BE PRINTED. THE DISK ADDR7ESS IS
PRINTED IF K=O. OTHERWISE, IF K IS NOT 0 THEN THE DISK A013RESS
IS NOT PRINTED. IF THE PRU CONTAINS 64 WORDS THEN THE IN313ATOR
IND IS SET TO 0. OTHERWISE IND IS SET TO 1.

C
C
C

I = THE INDEX OF THE FIRST WORD OF THE PRU IN MEM
PPU = THE NUM'3ER OF THE PRU
NUM WDS = THE NUMBER OF WORDS IN HEM

C
C
C

IF I IS GREATER THAN NUMWDS THEN IT IS ASSUMED THAT I=NUI4WDSfi.
IN THIS CASE THE PRY IS ASSUMED TO CONTAIN NO WORDS. A-30, IP
MEII=IR3UFF THEN I IS ASSUMED NOT TO BE 2049.
WORf0
MAX=1t63

IF

(;1X.LE.\IUMW)SI 30 TO 10

IN3i1
MA XNU'iWDS
GO TO 20

0O
IF

I

20

it J=19b(4
(ME4(YAX).NE.O)

?3
24

30

TO 20

NUMRB=PRU/56

NUM 0 RUP
21
22

GO

U-N UR8'56

IF (K) 21v23
WPITE(t,?2) NUMR 3,NUMPRU
904w* PRU *,02)
FOR4AT(*0*,T59,*QB
GO TO 30
CALL ISKADOJ(NUMRB,PF%,HN(1),IORD,IRB)
WPITF (1, 24) NUMPcR,NU4PRU,IP8,IOR)
FOPMAT(*0'T3qP9 ',904,* PFU *,029*

IF
IF

(I.GT.NUMWOS) GO TO
(I.GT.MAK) GO TO 50

(DISK

R'3 *t04,*/R3R

40

WRITF(1,31)

WRITE(1,32)
32

FO,?tAT((3(*

IF

(IAD~I(4d3RO),MEM(J) ,IBLANK(MEM(J)),J=IMAX)
*tO29O22,2X,A10,3X)))

(INn.FO.0)

RETURN

40
41

WRITF(1,4t) MARK(ICOOE)
FOP4AT C'0'.R3)
FF TUC; N

51

FOP'lAT(*0T4ijS PRU CONTAINS ONLY ZEROS.*)
A- 14

ORDINAL

RET~URN
END

INTEGER rUN3TION IBLANK(N)
IBLANK=N

90 1'0I=1,10a
1.0

IECLANKSwWT IBLANK,5)
IF ((I9LANKh.AND.77S).EO.O) I9LANK=IBLANK.OR.558
CONTINUE
PE TIARN
END
INT~rEFI A01~1 =N
N=N4I.
PET UPN
END

FUN;TION

IAD01(4)

A-15

SUBROUTINE RPTCHK"IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z)
COMMON/IFET/13UFF(249) ,RTCODE,NWDS,LEVEL,FILE
COMMON RBPTBL(3232,8),AREA(3),FNTRY(3),NUMTBL
CO4iMON/RBVA /MCOUNT,WDI,IEFR
COMMON/RBPORD/MORD(40) ,NORD(40)
C
C
c
C

IN THIS POUTINE IBUFF CONTAINS WORDS OF THE RBTC. EACH PRJ CAN
CONTAIN ONLY ONF RBTC ENTRY. THIS ROUTINE EXAMINES THE E4TRIES.
WHEN AN ERP
IS OFTECTED A MESSAGE IS PRINTED ON FILE 2. ONLY
MOUINT 4FSSArrES ARE WRITTEN ON FILE 2. THEN ANALYSIS 0: TIE RBTC
IS TERMINATED.

C
c,

Wo = THE NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE RBTC THAT HAVE BEEN PR)-SSE)
I = THF INDEX OF THE WORD IN IBUFF TO BE EXAMINED NEXT

C
C
0
C

THE RBPTBL ARRAY CORRESPONOS TO THE RBR BIT TABLES USE) lY TIE
SYSTEM. HOWEVER, INSTEAD OF REFEQENCING AN RB BY A SIN;LE BIT (AS
IS DONE IN THE PIT TA3LES), 20 -lITS ARE USEC. THE j-TH
),JMN OF
THIS APAY ZONTAINS THE 20 BIT FIELDS FOR THREE RBR OR31NA.3.

C

NUMTIL

C

IERR

C

AT THE PFGINNING OF A PRU L WILL NORMALLY .3 0. IF 1- 1
43T 9
THEN AN
.T3 ENTPY THAT TAKES MORE THAN A PQU IS BEING '?SJSSE).
IN THIS CASE L IS THE NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE ENTRY THAT -iA0¢
NOT
Y T
EN CHECKED.

C
C
C

I

2

IS

= THE

THE LAQGFST
4tUjM3EP

RBR ORDINAL

USED.

OF ERRORS FOUND THAT ARE

L=0
17E 9=0
IF (NW0D.CTT.0) GO TO 4
,O
I= w')
GO TO 11
IF ( TCOnE.E7D.3) RETURN
WO)=wD4.
CALL TEST
GO Til t
NU4=NUIWDS/
IPR=
W PRU= W

C
10

II
12

IT

PDOFSSING

A

PL

IF
IF

(I.LT.NUU) GO TO ?0
(0WOS.FO.20L.8) GO TO 3
NU M=,W 'IS- NU H
WOI=WO NUP
HS GF= I
WRITF(2,12) MSE,WflI,RTCOE,L,IZ7 PO
FCOMAT(5C20)
L=O
19 (QTCODFF.NE.3) IERR=IERPI+
'
4COtJNT=mC('JU T-I"
A-16

CANNOT EXCETO

31.

NOT CUNFLICT,-

IF
GO
?0

(MCOJNT.EQ.01
TO 2

RETURN

W=IBUFF(I)
IF (L.NE.0)
GO TO 300
IF (W.EQ.0) GO TO 501
IF ((W.NE.2).ANLD.(W.NE.22B))
I=I+1
WO=WDi-1
EXAMINING

C
100

AN

GO TO 400

R3TC ENTRY

W=IBUFF( I ) AND. 77777777 777777770 0 00R
IF (W.NE.77777777220224930000B) GO TO 400

L=I13UFF( I) .ANO. 777700033
L=SHIFT (L ,12)

K=IO(JFF(+1).AND.7777000000003
K=3HIFT (K,-?4)
IF

K
X

b

110

(L.El.(K+12))

GO

TO

500

IF (U1J).EO.I.OP.(L.LT.(K.14)).OR.(K.LT.11).OR.(K.GT.4.8))
GO TO 402
IF (L.LE.6?1 GO TO 110
lS GE=
WR ITr (2912) MSGFWPL,IZERO,IZERO
MCCUNT = t4C OUq" T-1.
IF (MCOUNT.EQ.01 RETURN

3)SIFT (Wl

c

-)

FNT0Y(?)=SHTFT(ENTPY(3),20)
ENTRYtl)=SHIFT(FNTPFY(2),20)
PFADING THE

C
?00

FR

CHIAIN

IN THE

00 233 Jj=1,mAX
LI4K=I3IJFF( I).*ANJ. 77779000
W= SHIFT (18[JF (I .24)

f NTRY

lO000

OOOOOL'

IPt3zW.*AN)(41770

GO TO 201

IF(RlitN~TL
IF

I

IF

(

.E77
..
(NE2..(IINE0)GO
=IT t+I *AND. 7777B
((I 0.NE.7).C'.0R:3.NE.0J) GO TO 403

GO TO 590
201

G

MZ4MOpO(Opo41)
N~lNODO (0rl+1 )
IF (N.EO.0O)
GO
HERE M=-1,2,3

TO

ANO

403
N=1,2,...,8.

A-17

TO

403

IF
IF

(IN4P.cQO)
(IND.EO.3)

Go
GO

TO
TO

210
220

PqU=SHIFT (Wo,-6)

~PRU/56-R*5
20'

FOlAT (40TH7- R3 9YTE INDICATOD (9ITS 36-38 OF THE FIRST
XHE P,0 CHAI'/* WORD IAIR4 ,2C22,*
IS NOT 0 OR 39*)
P, I'J 30 3, ,\I?,F,PPU,K
-OR-AT(- -uT -,01,*. TH-IS WORD PAIR 9EGINS AT RB
,904*'

?03

IF
310

(N-

211,211,?12

K1l
INJ=5
GO TC

'>21

K~l

711

To ?21

(,;c

K=2

'129

1~

W=:>IF?7 ( w, 12)

Ic

*'3=.VI.7777-3
(z 1.17"111 GO Tr, (?c?4.3r',K
( - S.ST
i ?332
' TO L4.L4
- -,= A' A 0 .)*A
RT 3L (P13, N I

I~ r'
T
Wz IT~

??3

,S

Q)

;, 0;?
IJqO RD0

FTJZ'N

(?3,?

~~ IqT
I7 ='47 +3

-i

2

2 ?2

~GC 9 Wr

', I1'
(.AV~~TE

f~Tr

r

NC". f-').o0

W +1

!C7 M'32)
I3

031~
A -18

w3D)~)

OF

3:'J #,02,

T

2 3?
233

IF (LINKI
iCONTINIIE
GO TO 501

233,405

PROC-S71NS ENTRIES

C
301

IP

THAT

TAKE MOPE

((N.N4E.2).AND.(W.NE.228))

GO TO

WO=WD+ I
W=I9 JFF( I).A NO. 77 7777 77 777777770J
IF (W.FO.7717777772202240390009)
MAX=31
FN TRY(3)= NI FT (WOv,)
EN-Y(?)=SHIFT (ENTRY (3 ) 920)

THAN A PRU
400

38
O TO 400

ENT0Y(1)=SHIFT(E'TPY(2),2G)
GO
c

200

M' FSAr[3

40')
4a1

THAT

TERMINATE

THE

ANALYSIS OF

I'SGE =2
WI-ITfi(29121 H4GEsWt',L, IZERO,IZER0
IE RR= I - p ; + I
MCOUNTPU O'JN T-l
IP (M-C0UJN:T.EO.0)
-RETU N
GO TO 500
' G F=3
WR IITE (2,12) 'mSGF,WD,LiK, IZFO

402

IF (HCO'JIT.E0.0)
RFTUJ;N
GO TO 500
M1SGF=130
WRITc (2,1?) MSGE,WDIZERO,IZERO,IZERO

403

*

TO

jHC

OtJNT='1CCUNT-1
IP (,COLJtT.E0.0)
GO To -,00
M~rE=101

404

WRITF (2,12)

RFTU-?N

"SGE9WflR3tl7EPC,IZE'-O

MCO UNT =MC OU NT -

IF

*
415

C
500

501

('-COJNT.Efj0.D)

RETUR;N

GO TO 500
MSGF=103
GO0 TO 401
SETUP FOR

THE NEXT FRU

L=9

IPR'J=IpRU+64'
WOPRLJ=W9PRU464
I=IPPU
GO

TO 10
A- 19

A PRU

SUO9'OUTINE INFOCON(MCOUNT)
Im:LICIT INTFGEP(A-7)
CO'4MON QnFTnLC323298) ,A!EA(3) ,ENTRY(3),NUMTBL
FOUIVALF CF (COt4(1),.?$PTPL(1,1)),(CONPPU(1j,CON(20001))
I Ny. 5
CON( ?40 00) 9 CONP'U (400
C
r
r
C
C
C

THIS
,)JTIK17 COLLECTF TOrETHEP THE CONFLICTS FOUND BY
BF31< THAT
Pr NOT It'V'LVE FLAWED R*'S CF OBS IN THE RB CHAINS FOR THE 3P3 AND
3FC. T AFSF CONFLICTS ARE STG;-E C IN THE ARRAY CON. CON AIAS TW)
SCTTO-:. THEF FIRST SFECTIONt CONSISTS OF THE FIRST 2000) O)03OF
CON~. TIF SFCOND SECTIO'4 i, WHICH IS THE SUBARRAY CONPRU, BE--IN3 AT
TH.E 20001-ST 140rD OF CON ANr CON4TAINS 4000 WRS
THE FIQST SECTION OF CON CfOtTAjriS THE CONFLICT ENTRIES. r17 rIS
TNJ) WlOrS 0;7 AN --NT-RY CONJTAIN THE7 ROR ORDINAL (ORD)
AN) TirE )ISK
0-(;")
OF AN i.0 THAT IS IN CONFLICT.
THE FOPMAT 07 TAE
Y IOJR3,N,WD1,W02 ....,WDN. THUS THE ENTRY GONTIIN3
4
-711. -~F WOD
,lCNTAINS
THE PRU NUMBER (SHIFTED T) Tl:E LEFT
T)THAT
ASSTO EO IN THFEB~O
AFRAY FOR THIS P3. THE: N-1
'4 -1.?
WCN CONT AIN THE WOz 0 NUMBERS OF T HE WOR DS 1'4 T AE
THAT

F-C

C

AN

C

A?
A7

S'J,-17iOUFNTLY

TCIIE-C- TO

;ZEFERENCE THIS 9B

(WHEN

IT

4A3

CNT Y

IN THE Flc ST SECTICN OF COtM MUST CONTAIN AT LE8AST FIVE
7HENTRY 07Er=E"D
TO A DISTINCT R:3 ;N CONFLICT. T17E E'4TIES
SOEr
FFINGFOUENTIALLY, Bn
CPOERED BY THE VALUES 07 OR) kNO

ETC4
ONJLY?0PWODISBT(vALOTDFRTI
,,TljATMOT40
NzISTHSLISTE
JU11 COUNT CF MrVS3ArFS THAT CAN BE- ISSUED BY RBTCHK T) 4010.
(THF ",ARAIMTFR mCOUNT IS SET AT THE BEGINNING OF THE MIi P;?)rRA
?3.

TH ECT'ON CA

F:CRTr'j

THE

1,

CnlLI

')c

CON ,

NAMFLY

T

00 113 I=1,uCOUNT
pUafI?,1(j)
140,WOINFOI ?-, ORD
1
II
1?

IF
F>jT
=0H

14

TO

GO71(14,11,12 it3, 11
MPFCZMPPRC +
6 1 T nI 113
r+1
!AF F q'IF
r,

13

~1?)
ll~* GO
ty.II? F )+

1.13
,W

T ,11

tACL AW7=MP LAWS +1I
GO TO) 113
HAX='AY+1
A-20

THE

SUBARRAY

CJNPPU 9COIT AIN5

J=O

20

21
22

J=J+l
IF (CONPRU(J),NE*O) GO TO 21
CONPRU(J)=INFO
GO TO 100
IF (CONPRU(J)-INFO) 20,100922
CALL ASHIFT(CONPRU(JIMAX-J+19,)
CONPRU(J)=I4FO

100
101
102

J=1
IF (CON(J 1)) 103,102
CON(J)=ORD
CON(J+I)=RB
CON(JI2)=2
CON(J+3)=SHIFT(INFO,6)
CON(J+4)=WO
GO TO 113

103
104

IF
IF

110

J=J+3tCON(J42)
GO TO 101
CALL ASHIFTlCON(J),5'MAX-J i,5)
GO TO 102
N=CON(J+2)
CON(J+2) =NI
J=J+3+N
CALL ASHIFT(CON(J)95*MAX-J+1,1l
CON(J)=WD
CONTINUE

111
112

113

(CON(J)-ORO) 110,t94,111
(CONJ(J+t)-RB) 110,112,111

REWIND 2
M=MAY+MPFD+PFC+MFLAWS
IF (M.NE.O) GO TO 210

';

CALL REMARK(t9HNO CONFLICTS FOUND.)
PRINT 200
200

210

211

FOPmAT(*ONO CONFLICTS FOUND.')
RPTURN
rLA4S)
CALL 3ISPLA(4OHNUMBER OF CONFLICTS INVOLVING FLAWS =
CALL OISPLA(40HNU4RER OF CONFLICTS INVOLVING PFD RBS = ,4PFD)
CALL DISPLA(4OHNUMRER OF CONFLICTS INVOLVING PFC RBS = ,4:1=)
944xl
CALL DISPLA(4OHNUMBER OF OTHER CONFLICTS =
4)
CALL DISPLA(40HTOTAL NUMBER OF CONFLICTS =
PRINT 211,MPLAWS,MPF9,MPFCMAX,M
FORMAT(*ONUMBER OF CONFLICTS INVOLVING FLAWED RBS = *,E4,0 (3ECIMA
(3E=IMA".*/
IL).*/v NUMBER OF CONFLICTS INVOLVING PFO RBS = *14,*
(DECIMAl.
2' NUMBER OF CONFLICTS INVOLVING PFC RBS = *t14#*
(DECIMAL).'/
34 NUMBER OF OTHER CONFLICTS = *,I49*
(DECIMAL).*)
4' TOTAL NUMBER OF CONFLICTS = *914,*
RETUPN
END
SUBROUTINE ASHIFT(ANK)
INTEGER A(N)

C

HERE

IT

IS ASSUMED THAT K IS A POSITIVE INTEGER EQUAL TO OR LESS
A-21

C
r

THAN N. THE
THE PIrHT.

AC I)

to

ROUTINE

SHISTS THE

DATA IN

A CI-'K)

!=I-I
PF T(17N

A-221

A(1),...,A(N-K)

K

OOOS

TO

SU 3POUTINF 4ETPRU(PPUI)
IMPLICIT INTEGEP(A-Z)
COMMON/IFET/I13UFF(209% ,RTCOOE,NWOSLEVELFILE
COMMON/TVAR/IBUFFI(260) ,PRUO,P,DLIMIT
C
C
C

PRU = THE NU?1FP OF THE PRU THAT WE APE LOOKING FOR
PUO0 = THF 14UMBER OF THE FIRST PQU IN IBUFF
P = THE t,'UMBER OF PRUS THAT WE WISH TO SAVE

C
C
C
C
C
C

WHEN THIS ROUTINE TER'AINATES IPUFF WILL CONTAIN THE POJ TIAT I
WANTEO. THIS PRU WILL START AT THE I-TH WORD OF IBUFF. (IF I IS
GREATER THAN NW)S TH-N THE FRU CONTAINS NO WORDS. IN TAIS 3A3E
PRUS
THE PRU IS TERMINATED BY AN EOR OR EOF MARK.) ALSO SFV-R.
I!'lFqIATELY PRECFOING THE FIRST PRU (OF IBUFF) IN THE 'F; 4AY
RE SAVEJ.

C
C
C
C

THE ORUS THAT ARE TO 3E SAVED ARE INSERTED INTO IBUFFI. 4 >RJ
FNTPY 1N IUFFl CONSISTS OF 65 WORDS. THE FIRST WORD O- :4 F14TPY
CONTAIDS THE NUMRER N OF WOROS OF A PRU (N=0,1,...,64). IF TIE
PRU IS FULL THEN THE REMAINING 64 WOROS OF THE ENTRY C)NTIN
THEN
THE C4 WOPOS OF THE PRU. OTHERWISE, IF N IS LESS THAN ,4,
ALSO
OF THE ENTFY CONTAIN THE WORDS OF THE PZJ.
THE NJFXT ' !OROS
THE (N+2)-Nn WO~n OF THE ENTRY CONTAINS THE PTCOOE FOR TIE EOR
00 EOF 9ArK THAT TFRMINATES THE PRU.

C
C
c
C
C

NU
GO

10

11

= THF TOTAL NUMcER OF PFUS IN IBUFF
THF tIj3FC, nc"
.U5
IN I8UFF THAT APE

=

'

II

CALL TFST
NUI~=,X2
IF (NWrS . N. ?04)
L= PPU 0 +Nt'I
I r (F JH.LT.L) 'O

NU4=NWCS/4+ I
TO

'40

IF (F'J.GF.(fP U04P))
30 TO i0
-"THO (NLU",P)
CALL ASHIFT(I3UPFIQ),P65.,V65)
IF (K ')S. E. 2048) GO TO 20
T=l
K=2048
GO TO 30
20

21
?2

K= (NU'4-1)*64
N =NW S-<
IRUFFI(j) =N
IlPPI
(N+?)=PTCOlE
IF (N.Fl.G)
GO TO ?2
00 21 JJ=I,N
IPUFI(JJ+li
=T ,JFF(K+JJ)
I
(r.EO.1)
GO TO 10
I=66

A0

DO

,3P TII

w

m

K : K -

qA

-23

TO

BE SAVED

IBUFFI (I) Z61
00

31 JJ=1964

IBUFFi(I) =IBUFF(J)
,=!+I
31

J=J+1

32

CONTINUE
6O TO 10

40

I=i+(PRU-PRU0)*64
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NYTPRU(PRUI,INO)
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z)
COMMON/IFET/IBUFF(2049) ,RTCOOE,NWOSLEVEL, FILE
COMMON, 4NVAP/PF9MR~(,PFORBS ,PFDCHN(64) ,PFCHRKPFCRBS,PrCZ4N(320),
MARI((3)
x
PRu=PPU+ i
CALL G--TPRU(PRU,I)
IRBIt+PRU/Sb
IF (IRP.GT.PFCRBS) K=1
CALL Q)-TDPIJ(I,PPU,I3JFF(1),'WDS,RTCOOE,K,INO)
PE TU(RN
FWDJ

A-24

SUIPOUTINE REPOPT
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z)
CO'A'ON/IFFT/It3UFF (2)(43) ,RTCOOE 9f4WOSLEVEL,9FILE
CCM9O4N)/TVflP/I3UFF1 (25J) ,P3U0,POLIHIlT
COIMON/CHNVC/PFMRKFnosPFCHN(64)PFCMRKsPFCBSPC.,,1N(320),
CO .Mt?,4 nTRL(3232,8),A'FA(3),ENTPY(3),NU4TBL
EQtJIVALFLtCF
(CON( 1) 9--3RTDL(1,tfl,(CONPPU(1.),CON(20001)I
Ir!T7GE
C0'(2400),CO'4PPU(4000)
CO 1'C/~TnlPUk44
(4
YLATt1

THIS

C
3

RErDORTS
IrTNC7

THE

PESULT3 OF

THE ANALYSIS

DONE BY THE4

3T3HK. IF TH -,F A-;E 7POICPS IN A PRU IN THE P-rZ T-IEN
FCUTINE
;'7ESA7TS ARE C)INT7) CO JCEPNING THESE ERRORS ANO A BRIEF )JMP
RF:E3E3
IS rGIVFk. TIF 'CUMP WILL CONTAIN THE PPU IN QUESTION,
NO "ALLY
-,Y 0Pc;US AND FOLLCqE0 ,OPMALLY BY 0 PRUS. A 4AX
UMPS ARE GIVEN.
SLIMIT OIA
OF

C

C
C

THE VAIA3 L:S P,O,DLI'IIT AFPF ASSIGNFD VALUES IN THIS R)UTIqE.
IT IS ASJE'THAT 0 AN-) 0 AE- GjzcATFP THAN OR EQUAL T) 2
THE DIMENSION 07 TI~E
D LI'AIT
'lAY 5F AN Y NO4Nr7CATIVE 1,TE(GE-.
BF~ E (!IAL TO OR GREATER THAN (P4IIP5. 73R
APRAY 1 10FF It)3
~IN~r-AATlCON ON4 THE 4:,A IlF;1
AN3 THE VA-IARLE PPUO 3F
THE

r
C

C
C

VARIARLE CA'RRY WILL -CE 0 IF THE RPTC E14TPY 2.EING RE-Pj~rEJ,
")E
CT TAVE MOEc THAN A Pr-U. OTHEPWISE CARRY WILL H4VE
THE: VALJF 1.
THE

*O't

THE V~ITA' LE SIC I' N)R'IALLY 0. L40NEVER, Ic IT BECOMlES NDVZ7RO
3EEN
A RUG IN THE P;OGPA'l Or- THP SYSTc'l -4k
THPN THE;F IS EITHF
IN
SC qLY rA"'A5EO THAT THE FFO~MCAN 'NO LOrIGEPR UN P-D7?Y
TH17 CASF THE JOR MUST 9F ACEO;TED.

C
C

r,
c

P= 2

CALL TEST
T= I
CA-RY= C

F0R'!AT (5%))
IF
(i
.0)

t

"0
C

TO

Etl

10
J'NTr-IL

rSFCT ICN

A-25

]

ti

12
13

20

IF ((T.LE.40OO).AND.fCONPRIU(T).NE.0)) PRU=MINo(PRU9CON2RJ(T))
CALL GEcTPRU(PRU,I)
o M PNUM= 0?MPN4J M 1
IF (OMPNUM.ST.OLIMIT) GO TO 13
IRB=PRU/56
IPRU=PPU-IPRB*56
I P -3I R 3+1
WRITE (1,11) IRIPPU, PRU,OMFNUM
PFU *,O29* (PFOU41P PRU *,15.59- ()ECIMAL
FO'RMAT(*t,1'38, 4 PB *949
X) )* T 10O!XJMP *,04/)
W~Rrr(10,1?) IR'7,IFPUqOMPNU '
*,04,# PIRU *902,T59O0DJI:) *,04/)
F04TIH*****/O,2,R
IF ((PRU.E1.SHIFT(WD,-6)).AN0.(MSGE.LT.100))
GO) TO (110,120,122,100),MSGE
x
IF (NrWS.LT. (I+63)) 30 TO 300
W=I3UF'F(I+1).AND.?7777777777777770000B
IF (W.N=E.77777777?20?24030000B) GO TO 30
CAR Y=D
DO=ItUFF (1+? I*.ANO. 77777?777777777003
If=SHV:T (IJ,54)

21

?2

0O 21 JJ=1,E.
FNAME!(JJ)=IBUFF(1+?+JJ)
CYCLE= 74FT(3UFFI+7), 12)
CYCLF=CYCLE.ANO.7777R
nA TF= SHI FT (IPUFF (I+8) , 1 )
OATE=AT .AND.7777779
IF ((T.3OT.40%0).0P.(PRU.NE.C3NPRU)(T)))
CALL G;ITCO'J( IP UST70
IF (.F.)GO
T=T'i

40

41
42

GO TO 23

TO 310

r0

TO ?2

ic

()MoNUr.L1.OLIMIT)

GO

10 200

CALL GFTPPU(PRUI)
IF (CAR Y.F].O) '0 TO 10
RETURN
IF (MSGjE.ErO.0)
IF ((P: U.FO).SHIFT(WD,-61). *O.((T.LE.4fl00).ANO.(FRU.EQ.3 ONPRU(T)))

GO3 TO 10
(NWDS.GE. (1+63))
CAQPV 0
GO TO 10

IF

43

rO TO 43

W=I'3tFF(T+1).ANf.777777777777770000B
IF (W.4E.777777772202240300008)
CAV'qY=0
GO TO 10

44

PRU=PRIJ~1
CALL

GFTPPU(FRU,T)

rGn TO 42A6

GO TO044

MESSASE

c

PROOESSCI

10o

IF fOMPNUk'.GT.DLTMIT)
WRITE (1,101)
WRITE (10,101)

t0at

cOQ'mAT(*0T-iE

1)3?

PEAC(29t)
GO

illJ

R9T'. 7NTRY

( mr'NUM.ST.DLIMIT)

WrPITF (1,111)

CARQY=0
IF (Di4tNA1.i.3LIMIT)
wr~pr=wD.A';D.773

TO 5

CIPU

GO

AN -,; 3,-

MARK.*)

TO 5

WRITF(10,1?1) WOR'J
PO0)-AT(40wOzO- *,OZ,* OF THIS PRU IS 5AJ.4)
GO TO 200
CA- Y=0
IF (DMP'UV.ST.rOLIMIT)
GO TO 5
WPIT (1,1?3) INFD,P3;
WPITE (10,123) INJFO,Rn
FO;D,'AT(*0I1 THI!S Pc J, FITHEF THT NUMBER #904,* GIVEN F)R TIE SIZE
1OF THE P'T Y4 /* IN WORD 13 CR T~iF NUMBER #,049# GIVEN C'O
THE PEGI
R9 CHAIN*/* IS BAD. IF S IS THE FIRST NUM3E' N) K TH
2NN(J
OF TH
3E SECON~D NUIMPER,
TH-EN THE CP*/* CHAIN IS ASSUMiED TO BE;IN AT WORFii
4K+15 (OCTAL) AND THy- NuMIER OF WORDS*/* IN THE R9 CHAI'd IS ASSUMED
5 TO 13F S-K-It. (OCTAL.). ANALYSIS OF TH S PRU*/* WAS TERMI4NTE) WHEN

WAS

THIC

Go
1.39

GO

CONTAINS

120

123

GO TO 311

APK(INFO)

FOR'IAT(*CTHIS

12?

r3EGINNTNG IN THIS PRU IS LONGEz r-(AN A PPUI

TO 20

111

121

102

MSGE9WD,INFO,RB,0PO

Ic' (t4W'.GE. (1+631)
IF

GO TC

0

ETECTEfl.*)

Tr) ?00

W=SHPT(PPCF,-16 )
IF (W.NE.13)
CIO TO (15d,150,302,1.0),W
CALL 4TkYMO (4DvPn,OQO)

~FAD12,1zrFG,Wrj,I9rO,='3,CP0
GO
14)

141

TO 23

IF (rMCNuP.3T.nLIMIT) GO TO
W IT (1. 141) R3,tORD
WPITE (10,141) RR,ORO
POAT(*0WE P-AVF A CONFLICT
Xf,4.
TII
;,P TS*)
WOCZ ,)=WY AW). 773

WrFITF(10,142)
142

FOqMAT(w

14l

PFAO)(?,1)
GO TO 23

143

INVOLVINL,

-?R 4',04,4

OF PB3R OR)INAL

WOD
T

FLAW- O,

AND HENCE

NOT

USA3LE.

.GL,W),TNcO,R8,ORD

A-2 7

IT

IS REFERENCE)

14 W)RO

'

150

*153
154

*

168)

IF (flmoNum.GT.9LIMITl GO TO 154.
R3, OR~l
WrPITF (1,141)
WPITE(10,141) R8,OPD
WO-'O=WO. AN-I. 77a3
CALL AnDFSS(INFOKI03, IPRU,IWO3
w=ITE(1,19'3) WORn,IRSj, IPU,IWD,K
WQ.ITF (1,153) WORD,IR3,I0P'U,IWO,K
FOz; AT(4 PEFERENCED IN WORD *9029* OF THIS PRU AND IN R3 *904,
X* P~lJ *,?, WOPn~ *,2,* OF THE*/*' R8 CHAIN FOR THE PF%#,lt.*)
REAC.(?,1) MSGEWD,INPO,9B,ORO
GO TO ?3
CARpY=9
IF (ML.TLMI)GO
WOR'ITPWD.Afi.

161

162

161

TO

5

WORD

FO-'iAT(#CTH7 RIP OP!JINAL IN WOPO
XIS OF THIS DCU*/* WAS TERMINATED
GO TO ?100
CARRY=9
IF ((rmPNtI',.T.OLIMIT) GO TO 5
WORO=W9. A1O. 77R
W:rI-r(t,163) INPOtWOrJ
WQ.ITP(11,163) INC0,WORD
VALUE *,04,* IN WOR)
rCC .T(#OTH7
YSI- Pr T-41S PRUp'/* WAS TERMINATED
GO-TO 20'i

*,02,* OF THIS PRU IS 3A). ANALYS
WHEN THIS ERROR WAS DE-T7E3TE)-.*)

*t02t* OF THIS PKU 13 3). ANALY
WHEN THIS ERROR WAS )ETE T7-0.*

IF

171

4C
2001

211 ?

(9H0NU".ST.OLIMITJ GO TO 5
WO~W.Atf . 773
WP ITEt1, 171)
WORi)
WR ITP (0 ,171 ) w n?
FDR-AT(*GAT THE CIE3INNING OF THE ENT;Y, EITHER THE NUM3Fk 3 GIVEN
1FO? T-45 CTZ:-'/* OP T-4E ENTPY OP THE NUM6ER K GIV~EN FOR TIE BE-GINAI
2'iG- nF THF Rl CHAIN*/* IS 3AC. THE ?B CHAIN IS ASSUMEn To 1-3E1N AT
3Wnzl7 <+15 (OCTAL) OP THE*/* ENTY ANDO THE NUMBER OF wo~nS IN THE
4R CH-AI'i IS ASSUMED TO PIE S-K-14*/* (OCTAL). THIS ERPOR WAS NOT OPT
5ECTEC !'1JWTIL WO;D *9049*. THEN ANALYSIS/* WAS TERMINATE). 'P

PlJm4P 0-IqrF-TO

IF C(WSL.I6).N.PCV.O3)Go
Po U=P R11+ I
P= ~+
CALL r7:T~ru(P~lUI)
WPITF(1,?'03)

K = "PC

IF

~';

(I?9.G T.RFCRRS)

<=I

A-28

20?

IF(JGE.1 GO O2?
IF

(PR.GE.)

GO TO 20

J= I
PO=I+(I-il/64
GO TO 221
210

IPRU=PRU-P-1
PO=P- (1-1)/64
DO 211 JJ=I,PO
N=IBUFFI (JI
ICODE=f3
IF (N.NE.64) ICOOE=IB3UFFi(J+N+i)
CALL PRTPRU(i,IPRU+JJIBUFFI(J+I) ,NICOOEKINO)

211

J=J-65

J=1
220
221

222

PO=P-POIA
IPRU=PRLi-PO
00 222 JJ=1,PO
CALL PRTPRU(J,IPqU+JJ,IBUFF(i) ,NWOS,RTCODEKIND)
J=J+64

P=P-1
IF ((INOY.NE.8).ANO.LRTCODE.EQ.3))
230

240

24t1
242
241
250
251

IF ((PSGE.E.0).OR.(DRU.LE.SHIFT(WD,-6)n) Go TO 240
READ (2,1k MSGE,WO, INFORvORD
GO TO 230
0O 243 JJ=29Q
IF ((PRU.EQ.SHIFT(WO,-6)).OR.((T.LE.4000).ANo(PRU.EQ."ONPRU(T))))
X
GO TO 250
IF CNWDS.GE.(I+63)) GO TO 241
CARRY=0
GO TO 242
IF (CARRY.EO.O) GO TO 242
W=IBUFF(I+i3 .ANO.777777777777777700000
IF (W.El.77777777220224030000B) CARRY=0
CALL NXTPRUfPRUI,INO)
IF ((IN0.NE.0).ANO.(RTCOOE.EQ*3)l RETURN
CONTINUE
GO TO 41
WRITE(t,251)
FORMAT(vONOTE ... FOR THE PRUS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE L43T PRU I
XN THIS DUMP' I
K=OMPNIN+
WRITE(1,252)

252

300
301

K

FORMAT(r10,*SEE THE NEXT DUMP
GO

C

RETURN

TC

(DUMP *,04,*).-)

10

LOSS OF SYNCHRONIZATION SECTION
SIG=2
GO TO 310
SIG=3
A-29

GOTO

310

310

K=47474747P

311

IPRU=PRU-P9'B56
IPI3IR3+ 1
PRINT 311,<,IRBIPRUK
FO~lAT(*0*9R4,# SYNCHRONIZATION LOST AT
X IS

32']

321

339]

A FATAL CONnITION.

RB

SEE THE NEXT PAGE.

-,4,

PRU %,3',*.-THIS

*,P4)

ORINT 32C
:cA.1AT(*lTHE'-RE IS EITHER A BUG IN THIS PROGRAM, OR THE SYSTE4 HAS
InEEN SO BA)LY*/* DAMAGED THAT THE PROGRAM CAN NO LONGER RU4 PROPER
2LY. IN FTTHErP CASE*/* THE JOB MUST BE ABORTED. THE EORgEOZ,:E)I MAR
/
..
3KS FNCOJNTFRE3 WFRE
WRITF t1, 321)
WF ITE (10,321)
~c~zMAT(*4 JOB WAS ABORTED PREMATURELY. FOR FURTHER
XTHE MESSAGES PRECEDING THE SUMMARY AND DUMPS.*)

';EW"40 2
CAf(2,1)

)ETAILS

SEE

l5GEqWOIN O,RR,CFD

IF

( ,SGE.Fl.Q) GO TO 340
IF (MSSE.NE;-.1)
GO TO 330
WC CWf'. ANC. n
0;7Z=(NTF T (W) -6)
Tp 3=pRfU/q6
IP

33t

141]
141

lJO

IZU W ;tAK

6- *O49*
FIR"Ar'(
GO TO 330

RRU

*,O29*

WORD

PcIJT 341
cryR"AT1*0Ii4 THE OEPOOT POlJTlNE
YT T.-r TI F*/* OF THE A-3OZ'T A4F

PF-INT

344

3R
3191R

*,02,4X,R3,*

THE VALUES
... f

343,1

r--INT 34(*,rPUO
-O- AT(* P'+J0

,5S

(PFGIMAL)*

A-30

OF

THE

MARK.*)

MAJOR

VkRI43LES

A

SUBROUTINE GE CON(109PRUNU4,SIG)
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z)
COMMON/IFET/T9UFF(2049) ,RTCOOE,NWDSLEVEL,FILE
COMMION RRRTBL(3232,8),AREA(3),ENTRY(3hNUMTBL
EQUIVALENCE (CONIItR3RTBL~iti)),(CONPRU(i),CON(20001)I
INTEGER CON(24000),CONPRU'.000)
PRUNUM = THE NUMBER OF THE PRU WHICH CONTAINS THE CONFLI T
10 = THE IN3FX OF THE FIRST WORD OF THE PRU

C
C

J=1I
PRU=S 4 I4FT (PRUNUM,6)
IF ((J.GT.19995).OR.(CON(J+I-).EQ.0))
IF (CON4(J43).EQ.PRUI GO TO 20
J=J+3+CON(J+2)
GO TO 10

10
11

RETURN

20

W=I'3UFFiIO+t) .ANO0.777777777777771700008
IF (W.Eg.77777777220224030a00B) GO TO 30
I=10+2.
Wn= 1
4A x=31
GO TO 100

30

K=I9UFF(I0+12) .ANO.7777000000009
K: SHIFT (K,-24)
WO=K+13
4AX: (50-K) /?
00 131 11=i,4.X
LIIKI3UFF(i ).ANE.777700000000000000008
h'=SHIFT( 1JUFF (I),2'.)

t00

IN'1W. ANr.7
9qnx:w..AN.777133

11

0-IF

S H17T (OP 0 , 3)
(O ,.
E.-,0'4(J))

IF

(INr.F1).0)

,r

TrI

GO TO 123
GO TO 2109

t~

T'FTC vdIkJrI2)
T~'

121

A-31

W= ISUFF( I)
121

C0

122

jj=I4n.7

'PE=W.*AND.*77779

IF
IF

(R83.E0.0) GO TO
(FB.NF.C01k (J+1))

(t239130),K
GO TO 122

CONJ(j+3) =D 'J+WO
CALL NJTPYC'ON(CON(J+3),RB,OPOI

GO TO It
IND= 3
GO TO (120,1.30) ,K

123

IzI4I

130

Ic" (LINK.EQ.0)
I +1

131

W2=w0+1

13?

FIG=1

rO

13?

TO

I>PLTCflITrT5FF(A-Z)

I
H

GO'MO/?-T/n9Pijjm,7IAM1F(4,CYCL%-.)ATE,IOj

IF
WO R

>P'4L!.5T.O)L'4IT)
w"

At.?

QETtjr

779

W I TE (1, 10) v 3 , f-~,) , 4,)I
I. r~rt
10 ) RQ, j? P , 4 - r
10r

Fl. '.A T

0WE

P aVF A

1 4L I(,T

IN VOL VI N

;;FTIJPN

A-32

RE

*,Ot,

oF

RRR

0OJINAL

'

IJ2qOUTIN'F CONTRL
INP~LIC IT T>4TFGEF (A-Z
C111MON PFPTDL(3232,8),AP.EA(3),ENTRY(3),NUMTBL
EOUIVALE
- CONt1),R-3PTBLC1,l)),(CONPRU(I),CON(20001))
INTFEE
CON(24.OOO),C0NPRU(i.OOU)
C
Cl
C

THIS RI1JTINE7 AND ITS SUPOUTINE PRTDATA GIVE A TABLE WiI~i ,ROSt
LFFE:: NC'ES THF CONFLICTS NOT INVOLVING FLAWED RBS OR R3S IN THE
zZ CHAINS FOP THE PF7j AND PFC.
IF

I

11

(C:2.r.)RFTURN

J= 1
PRIN4T I
PO; 'AT(*ITABLE
X Z )CH~lE S
r:

OF CONFLICTS NOT
THF PFO AKIO FFC*)

FORITIH*****/OH
XINAL *,)2*
THIS
4CO\(J +2)

R9
P1

INVOLVING

FLAWED

IN CCNFLICT

IS

RBS OR

RB *,O'.O

R33 IN

THF

R3R

O; o

3=

IS REFEENCED Pv..Y

J=,J+3
72D 12 JJ~l,>4
12

CALL PTF ATA(CON(J))
J=J+1
IF
((.T195.O.(O(~)F.)

ETURN

T 0 tr I

-~r

SU -; QJTNF : TOATA (W)l
I. "L-C IT TITFFP(A-Z)
1',;T'-

F tA !F (4)

I

F0O24AT(*0;:,. *,C4,*

to

ClFA.7(3)

0zU

*,02,*

W0z:

., ~PNUtl,f~fAM,CYCLECAT

%02)
9 l(

(W.F'l.0)
r,.) TO 42
,
IP(W.'F.wr') GO)T

IF
IF

20

(0.).J

7Hc

O

W(:

4

ADFAIS' IN THE

PILF

WHOSE

NAME,

CYC-.E,

IC,

ANr

32

IF ((N.GT.0),ANDo(N.LE.366)) GO TO 31
PRINT 30
FORMAT(TT,-REATION DATE ... NOT AVAILABLE-)
GO TO '0
YR=SHIFT(DATE,-9)
LP=O
K=YR. AND. 3
IF (K.EQ.0) LP=I
CALL GETDATE(LP,N,MONTH,DAY)
PRINT 32,MONTHDAYYR
FORMAT(T7,C*REATION 3ATE = ,I2.2,*I*,I2*2,I'* I2.2!

40
41

IF (OMPNUM.LE.DLIMITI PRINT 41,DMPNUM
FORMAT(* FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEE DUMP *,t.4* )

42

REWIND 3
RETURN
END

30
31

SUBROUTINE 3ETOATE(LrN,M,D)
INTEGER D
c
C

THIS ROJTINE COMPUTES THE MONTH (H) AND THE DAY (D) OF TIE 43NTH
THEN N
FOR THE N-TI DAY OF THE YEAR. (IF THE YEAR IS A LEAP YEA
CAN HAVE ANY OF THE VALUES 1,2,...,366.)

C

LP=l

IF THE YEAR

IS

A LEAP YEAR.

,)
=N
"'-N
IF

(D.LF.(53+LP)) GO

TO 1

M=3
0= O-5q-L
IF (D.LE.153) GO TO
M=8
D=0-153

10

10

K=(0-1)/61
M=M+2*K

OD-61*K
11

I

iF (O.LE.31)
M=M+1
0=0-31
RETURN
END

RETURN

A-34

OTHERWISE LP=O.
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